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T he S t u d e n t s ’ V oice of M ontclair State U niversity

T hursday, March 4,1999

A Special report

STUMBLING OVER DRINKING PROBLEMS
This is the fourth in a series <?/M ontclarion special
reports that will appear this spring on critical issues
affecting MSU. Look fo r an upcoming report on illegal
drug use coming this month.
By Kara L. Richardson
Managing Editor

Mesmerized by the reflection
of the hundreds of bottles in front
of him at Shop-Rite Wine & Spir
its in Totow a last Saturday,
Michael Finnerty browsed quickly
to pretend that he knew what he
was doing. Finally, the MSU
sophomore chose his favorite
brew, Sam uel A dam s C herry
Wheat and headed to the counter.
He pulled put a crisp $20 bill
and gave it to the pasty-skinned
sales clerk. She took it, put the sixpack in a bag and gave Finnerty
his change.
The only problem was that
Finnerty was 19 years old.
The Director of the Alcohol
Beverage Control, John Holl, said
that the two aspects of college
drinking are underage and exces
sive binge drinking.
With almost three-quarters of
your average college student popu
lation under the legal drinking age,
Holl said, many students try to
drink underage.
Binge drinking is often asso
ciated with campus fraternities,
Holl said.
Nurse Nancy Ellson, Director
of M SU’s Health and Wellness
Center, said that MSU’s policies
and actions are not consistent in
regards to alcohol. “Inconsistency
invites manipulation.”
But with only six arrests for
underage drinking on campus,
Ellson feels that MSU and the sur
rounding community is not doing
enough to combat drinking on
campus.
Drinking in the dorms
Marie, a 19-year-old Blanton
Hall resident, has a different opin
ion. From casual drinking in her
own room, full-blown parties in
friends’ rooms to off-campus mix
ers, she has done it all without a
single blemish on her record. She
admits there is always something
to do if you want to drink.
Despite the “alcohol-free” dor
mitories on campus, Connie Spen
cer, last year’s Interim Director of
Residence Life, said drinking still
occurs on campus.
“Students are coming to us as
educated drinkers,” Spencer said
about alcohol seeping into the
dorms. She said that despite the
legal drinking age of 21, she and
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her staff have to deal with drink
ers from first-year students to se
niors.
Marie said that great lengths
are taken to drink otrcampus. Ev
ery week, she accompanies her 21year-old friends to the liquor store.
After they return to the car, she
wraps the bottles with towels and
sticks them in her backpack. Al
though the backpack appears
stuffed, the bottles do not clink
together when passing by Resi
dence Hall checkpoints.
Marie said that many Resi
dence Hall staff have a “I don’t see
it, I don’t know about it policy.”
She said that she drank with a resi
dent assistant last year in her dorm
but it didn’t surprise her since so
many of them drank.
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HAPPY HOUR: M S U student M ichael Finnerty, 19, buys a b e e r from the b a r a t The A lexus S teakhouse &
Tavern on N o rm al A venue in Clifton Tuesday. Finnerty w as also served a t S h o p -R ite W ines & Spirits.

Under legal age and getting served

SEE DRINKING ON P. 7
By Kara L. Richardson

The secondhand
effects of drinking
S tu d y in g o r s le e p w a s in te rru p ted

55%

H a d to “b a b y -s it” a d ru n k e n s tu d e n t

4 2 .5 %

W a s in s u lte d o r h u m ilia te d

2 7 .5 %

E x p e rie n c e d u n w a n te d s e x u a l a d v a n c e s
(B a s e d on w o m e n ’s re s p o n s e s o n ly)

2 0 .5 %

H a d a s e rio u s a rg u m e n t o r q u a rre l

1 6 .5 %

P e rs o n a l p ro p e rty w a s d a m a g e d

1 0 .5 %

W a s p u s h e d , hit, o r a s s a u lte d

10%

S u ffe re d s e x u a l a s s a u lt o r “d a te ra p e ”

2%

SOURCE: Harvard School o f °ublic Health Study of College Binge Drinking

B in g e d rin k in g s o m e tim e s a ffe c ts p e o p le n e a rb y a s
w ell. T he c h a rt d is p la y s the p e rc e n ta g e o f stu d e n ts
re p o rtin g s e c o n d h a n d a lc o h o l-re la te d p ro b le m s.

Managing Editor

Michael Finnerty hardly looks
21. In fact, he is a 19 year old
MSU student. The Montclarion
sent him on an undercover inves
tigation to lyiSU’s local bars and
liquor stores to challenge their en
forcement of the legal drinking age
of 21. He was not dressed up to
look older. He wore a beige Tshirt, black,, pants, and had sun
glasses propped on his sandyblonde hair. He was your average
looking college student. The only
acting he would have to do is say,
“Oops, I forgot my wallet,” any
time he was asked for proof of age.
On a snowy evening, Thurs
day, Feb. 25, he headed out for an
underage pub-crawl.
He started at The Loop in
Passaic Park. The Loop advertises
weekly in The Montclarion so it
was assumed they would let him,
as an MSU student, into the bar.
He headed with confidence to
wards the door. As Finnerty pulled
the club’s door open , funkadelic
grooves and red light from the club

spilled out. A large man sitting on
a stool said,”IDs please.”
His next stop was Doc’s Bar &
Grill on Rte. 46 in Totowa. He
walked in the door, ignoring the
“After 9 p.m. no minors are al
lowed on the premises. Manage
ment reserves the right to ask for a
second ID.” He thought we had it
made as he stepped into the virtu
ally empty bar and ordered a bottle
of Killian’s beer.
“You got ID?” the bartender
asked as he stepped towards him
with a cocktail napkin. He exited
as swiftly as he came in.
Finnerty wanted to try one
more on his beerless night, Pub 46
in Clifton. He strutted in but was
blocked at the door by the bouncer,
whom he tried to convince man to
let him stay in and eat.
“ Sorry, m an,” the Pub 46
bouncer said.
So the bars were doing their
jobs in asking for IDs. But what
about our liquor stores?
He decided to do some Satur
day shopping on Feb. 27. If
Finnerty was carded, he would use
S E E UNDERAGE O N P. 9
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W eekend W eather F orecast

T H E M O N T C L A R IO N

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

A.M. Snow
HI: 39° LO: 37°

Partly Cloudy
HI: 46° LO: 23°

P.M. Rain
HI: 43° LO: 22°

Windy
HI: 42° LO: 23°

113 S T U D E N T C E N T E R A N N E X , UPPER M O N T C L A IR , NJ 07043
e-mail: MONTCLARlON@ saturn.m ontclair.edu
phone: 973-655-5169 fax: 973-655-7804

Phone Directory
E X E C U T IV E B O A R D
E D IT O R -IN -C H IE F
X5230
X5282
M A N A G IN G E D IT O R
X773I
TREASURER
E D IT O R S
X773I
NEW S DESK
X5241
FEATURES DESK
X524I
ARTS DESK

SPORTS DESK
DARKROOM
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR

X5241
X 7616
X 5237

O F F IC E H O U R S
The office hours of Montclarion
staff are posted in our office at the Student
Center Annex Room 113, or call X5169for
staff office hours.

Advertising Policy
K E V IN S C H W O E B E L ,
A D V E R T IS IN G D IR E C T O R
T E L . 973-655-5237
D E A D L IN E S
The deadline to submit advertisements to
The Montclarion is the Monday of the week
of publication.

B IL L IN G
The Montclarion is distributed on Thurs
days, and invoices and tearsheets are mailed
the following Monday (tearsheets for pre
paid ads must be requested). Thirty (30)
days are given for payment after the inser
tion date, after which a 15% finance charge
is levied, to sixty (60) days, when accounts
are referred to an outside collection agency.

I
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MSU P olice R eport
• 2/25 Professor reports upon
returning to her office she discovered
a female inside. Upon questioning the
female fled. Officers responded. A
description was obtained. Search of the
campus was negative.
• 2/25 Female staff member re
ports she left her wallet unattended
in her Dickson Hall office.
Upon her return she discovered
the wallet missing. The wallet
was later recovered in Life Hall.
• 2/25 Custodian found
two wallets in a Life Hall dance
studio. One of the wallets was reported
stolen. The other belonged to an MSU
staff member.
• 2/25 Female resident reports
she was threatened by her ex-boy
friend who also told her he had taken
her vehicle, parked in lot 26. Officers
confirmed the vehicle was missing.
Victim signed a civil complaint of do
mestic violence. Little Falls Munici
pal Court judge issued a temporary
restraining order.

College Hall reports her pager was sto
len from her office. Description of a
possible suspect was obtained.
• 2/25 Male Clove Road Apt.
resident threatens then kicks a tow
truck operator while his car was being
towed. The victim declined signing
criminal complaints.
•2/27 Officers respond to
a 4th floor room in Blanton Hall
where a male resident had
locked himself in the bathroom.
Officers tried to communicate
with the subject. After numerous
attempts with no response, the door
was pried open. A man was found on
the floor in a conscious state with a
strong odor of an alcoholic beverage
on his breath. Little Falls Ambulance
Squad responded. Victim was exam
ined but refused transportation. Two
Blanton Hall residents volunteered to
stay with the victim.
• 3/2 Secretary in the SGA of
fice reports a water cooler missing.
Two weeks earlier 2 bottles of water
were taken..

• 2/25 Female staff member in

SGA N ews & N otes

ILS. N ews .

US secret spy
mission in Iraq
revealed
U.S. intelligence services
spied on Iraq for three years with
out the knowledge of the U.N.
arms control teams that it used to
disguise its work, the Washington
Post reported Tuesday.
The newspaper quoted U.S.
government employees and docu
ments describing the classified
operation, concluding that the
U.N. Special Com m ission, or
UNSCOM, did not authorize or
benefit from this channel of U.S.
surveillance.
Previously, the Clinton ad
ministration acknowledged use of
eavesdropping equipment but said

\v > .

- ;-vv.

• Dawn Stevenson is appointed $ the SGA as the Director of
Greek Affairs
• Mobile check cashing sertiee is waiting on a go-ahead from
Nancy Carver of Auxiliary Enterprises.
___________________F or T h e R e c o r d __________________
In the Feb. 25 issue of The Montclarion Jenn Winski took the
photograph entitled “In the name of the law” and John
Brost photographed “Cotillion ‘99”. The
Montclarion apologies for the error.
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors. If you think
that we have made a mistake in a story please call Editor-InChief, Kevin P. Hancock at 973-655-5230.

Ski lift cutting
trial underway
The court-martial of a Ma
rine pilot accused of killing 20
people in an Italian ski lift acci
dent ended its testimony phase
Tuesday.
Capt. Richard Ashby was at
the controls of the EA-6B Prowler
when it sliced the cable of a ski
gondola on Feb. 3,1998.
Ashby, 31, of Mission Viejo,
California, is charged with 20
counts of involuntary manslaugh
ter and one count each of destroy
ing private property, destroying
government property, dereliction

of duty and improper flight plan
ning. He faces a maximum sen
tence of 206 years.

Congress reports
on Y2K progress
Tuesday’s progress report on
the Y2K problem warns of delays
and inconveniences, but says so
ciety should not grind to a halt be
cause of problems that could arise
from computers that are unpre
pared for the arrival of the year
2000.
The report is the product of
a year-long investigation by the
Senate special committee on the
Year 2000 technology problem.
Sen. Robert Bennett (R-Utah), the
panel’s chairman, said that U.S.
citizens can expect “that it will not
be crippling and it will not last for
an undue period of time.”

W orld N ews

Kosovo's
agonies stack up
Yugoslav forces shelled an
area along Kosovo’s border with
Macedonia with tank and mortar
fire on Tuesday, stepping up an of
fensive that has already displaced
thousands of ethnic Albanians in
the region.
And, in a political develop
ment that could boost international
efforts to persuade ethnic Alba
nians to accept a plan for self-rule,
Adem Demaci, a prominent hard
liner of the rebel Kosovo Libera
tion Army, resigned.
At the same time, Hasim
Thaqi, the head of the KLA’s po
litical directorate, was named to
form a provisional government in
Kosovo.
In T uesday’s fighting,

• SGA urges all organizations to pursue the necessary actions for
re-charterment. ■
;•S : ' •-

it was done solely in cooperation
with UNSCOM to uncover
Baghdad’s concealment of its ille
gal weapons.

-5*"
Yugoslav army forces backed by
Serbian police appeared to have
taken the village of Gajre, 3 kilo
meters from the southeastern bor
der of Kosovo with Macedonia.

Albright urges
rights in China
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright said she urged Chinese
officials to release political dissi
dents and ratify human rights cov
enants, arguing that a freer society
is a more stable one.
“It’s very important for there
to be a change in atmosphere and
an end to the crackdown,” Albright
said Tuesday at a news conference
ending her three-day visit to China.
Albright didn’t win any con
cessions on the human rights issue
in her meetings with Chinese lead
ers, including President Jiang

Zemin on Tuesday. Instead, the
Chinese said it was an internal af
fair and they complained about a
State Department report that con
demned the crackdown on leaders
of a banned democratic party.

Uganda tries to
rescue hostages
At least five international
tourists were killed and six others
rescued when U gandan army
troops tried to free tourists ab
ducted from a gam e park by
Rwandan Hutu rebels, Ugandan
police said Tuesday.
B ritain ’s High C om m is
sioner to Kampala put the death
toll higher, saying that bodies of
eight people had been recovered.
Initial reports had put the
number of abducted tourists at 14.
A U.S. official said three tourists
were still being held.

L o cal N ew s

Whitman seeks
superintendent
Amid calls for a complete
State Police overhaul, Gov.
Christie Whitman said on Monday
she may depart from tradition and
pick the next superintendent from
outside the force for the first time
in 78 years.
The Governor fired Col.
Carl A. Williams Sunday afternoon
after he was quoted in The Sun
day Star-Ledger making a series of
statements linking minorities to
drug trafficking.

Monday, in her first inter
view since the firing, Whitman
said she wants Williams’ succes
sor to be someone from New Jer
sey, who is familiar with the quasi
military structure of the State Po
lice, who knows what it’s like to
be a trooper on the road, and an
effective communicator.

Race is on in
school elections
Among this year’s crop of
school board candidates for the
April 20 election are a childless 20-

year-old, who believes he can
speak for West Essex students bet
ter than a parent, and a college pro
fessor seeking to become West
Orange’s first black elected offi
cial.
Races are hotly contested in
Belleville, Bloomfield, Irvington,
L ivingston, South O rangeMaplewood, and, to a lesser extent,
in Glen Ridge, North Caldwell,
Nutley and West Essex. In con
trast, races are uncontested in
Caldwell-West Caldwell, Cedar
Grove, Essex Fells, Fairfield,
Millburn, Verona and West Or
ange.

NEWS
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AFT strike coordinator hired
By Justin Vellucci
encouraging teachers to remain in the class
room throughout negotiations.
A similar situation occurred four years
The MSU chapter of the American Fed ago, in June of 1995, whei) the contract pe
eration of Teachers (AFT) has hired a strike riod for the Rutgers chapter of the Ameri
coordinator and is preparing to strike as can Association of University Professors
early as Septem ber, according to Dr. (AAUP) ended. AAUP professors contin
Catherine Becker, President of AFT Local ued to instruct classes during contract ne
1904.
gotiations and disputes, despite working
The decision to strike would come not without a contract.
from the local chapter of the AFT, however,
Though no official comment was made
but by a vote from the Council of New Jer
by the Office of the
sey State College Locals
President, Susan Cole,
(CNJSCL), the legislative
recently stated that one
body that holds jurisdic “We will be pushing
of her main goals for
tion over the nine state
the future of MSU was
very hard to strike if
chapters of the AFT.
“ to help sustain a
The CNJSCL has the state’s offer is not strong sense of com
asked for an eight percent
munity at the campus,
across-the-board salary in adequate
a place where people
crease at the beginning of
- C atherine Becker, A F T feel welcomed and re
each year (40 percent in
Local 19 04 President spected.”
five years) and the addition
In an AFT publica
of a step at the top of each
tion, Lawrence Gold,
salary range.
AFT Higher Educa
D uring the present
tion D irector, and
five-year contract period, which spanned Perry Robinson, AFT Deputy Higher Edu
from June 1995 to June 1999, AFT profes cation Director said that, “Administrators
sors have received a total of six percent in often insist they cannot prevent the gradual
across-the-board raises.
decline of the full-time faculty, citing an in
A list of union demands for implemen adequate money supply .... As a result, it is
tation in the next contract period, which not surprising that many higher education
begins July 1, was released by the council unions have looked past the administration
in January.
to the political process to address their con
“We will be pushing very hard to strike cerns.”
if the state’s offer is not adequate,” said
“A strike is a political activity though
Becker.
its ultimate goal is economic,” said Becker.
There has been no official response from
If there is a strike, Becker anticipates it
the state on the union’s demands, though one will take place in late September and early
is expected after state-wide budget debates October, to correlate with legislative races
begin in March.
for New Jersey Assembly and State Senate.
Each state public institution of higher
A complete list of union demands made
learning will receive a 2.5 percent increase by the CNJSCL can be found on-line at http:/
in general appropriations in Fiscal Year /www. tcnj.edu/~ aft/ft-dem .htm . The
2000, Governor Christine Whitman stated CNJSCL will tentatively vote on the pos
in her Budget Message of January 23.
sible AFT strike in April.
Though this would generate $ 1,058,000
in new revenues for MSU, Harry Schuckel,
Vice President for Budget, Planning, and
Information Technology, said that possible
increases in faculty and administrative sala
ries could double that amount.
In the Budget Message, Whitman also
stated that “If the state does not assume ne
gotiated cost increases, the university may
have to carry the financial burden of such
increases for Fiscal Year 2000.”
If this is the case, according to Becker,
there is a very good chance that the CNJSCL
will vote to strike.
“The political pressure’s not there,” said By Mike Sanchez
Vitaly Satanovsky, the SGA’s student rep Special to The Montclarion
resentative to the MSU Board of Trustees,
on the state’s funding to higher education.
An MSU student was arrested in Panzer
“Education is not looked at enough from Gymnasium on two charges of sexual as
the state’s point of view. The last place sault and sexual contact by MSU police of
they’re going to look is to students [who are] ficers on Feb. 18.
the least likely to vote .... They don’t see
Aslan Perez, 21, of Belleville, was
students as important.”
picked up after a two-day search led MSU
The state doesn’t see its professors as police officers.
important or valuable either, according to
The search began Feb. 16 when a war
Becker. When asked what the administra rant arrived at MSU police headquarters via
tion and board of trustees at MSU are doing a fax issued by the Ocean County Sheriff’s
to ensure that the state properly compensates Office.
its teachers in the next contract period,
The MSU police have often aided other
Becker responded, “Absolutely nothing.”
agencies in arresting suspects wanted in
“At this juncture, it’s probably a little those areas, according to Lt. M ichael
premature to talk about a strike,” said Rich Postask i.
ard Lynde, Provost and Vice President of
Two days later, the search ended when
Academic Affairs. “Ultimately, as part of the Sgt. Israel Rosado of MSU Investigations
process, one has to float the potential of a Unit and Sgt. Hermer Miranda found the
strike.”
suspect in the Panzer gym at 3:33 p.m.
“The administration would be doing
Miranda declined to comment on exactly
everything that’s possible to get a settlement what occurred at the gym, but Rosado said
[for teachers],” said Lynde. “We’re as un on that afternoon, they called the gym and
happy with the prospect of a strike as the questioned about Perez’s presence. Rosado
union .... What’s good for the union is good was not certain if Perez was practicing or
for the university and the administration. trying out for a team at the time of the ar
We all have the same ends in mind.”
rest, but both he and Miranda approached
Lynde stressed that, in the case of a Perez and cuffed him.
strike, the administration would work as
According to Postaski, Perez showed no
diligently as possible to ensure that the qual
ity of education at MSU was not damaged,
SEE ASSAULT ON P. 4
Opinion Page Editor

— --------W
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ROBBERY: A seco n d rash o f m issing w allets occurred Thursday a t Dickson Hall.

Wallet-snatcher hits again;
Dickson faculty outraged
Police are looking for a college-age female who has
stolen wallets from offices in College and Dickson Halls
By Christine Zielinski
Staff Writer
A second round of wallet-snatching oc
curred throughout the day last Thursday
when several wallets were reported stolen
from teachers’ offices in Dickson Hall.
Sgt. Israel Rosado, Campus Police, said
that the first two incidents happened in midNovember, 1998.
Dr. Fawzia Afzal-Kahn, English profes
sor, walked in on the suspect in her third
floor office.
“My door was wide open when-1 came
back from class and she was standing right
here (near the computer) looking at some
thing. She said she was waiting for a stu
dent of mine, Tamara...I don’t have a stu
dent by that name,” Afzal-Kahn said.
She said that the suspect volunteered to
show identification and sat down to look for
it.
“I was on the spot here,” Afzal-Kahn
said. “I asked her to stand outside in the
hallway while she looked for her I.D. and I
stepped out to call for my colleague, Paul
Arthur. I took two steps and she sped away.”
English professors Paul Arthur and
Grover Furr chased the girl down the hall,
but lost sight of her at the stairwell.
“I was about 50 or 60 feet away and I
heard Fawzia yell for help and I chased the
girl up to the stairs...she went upstairs and I
went down,” Arthur explained.
“I sent my boys down there, but she’s
already gone,” Rosado said.
According to Barbara Codner, Sociol
ogy Department Secretary, Dr. Mary Holley
was a victim of theft. Although Holley had
seen the suspect lurking outside her office
door, Holley left the room for a moment and
returned to find her purse missing. Codner
said the purse was found later in Life Hall’s
second floor women’s bathroom, but the
money and credit cards were missing.
The November incidents included theft
of a pager from College Hall, said Rosado,
but he refused to solicit more information
about the recent thefts.

“She would pretend that she was wait
ing for a student, a professor, try door knobs,
and check open doors,” Rosado said.
“When she was questioned further, she
would bolt out of the place.”
Rosado said that the suspect was an Af
rican American female with shoulder length
hair, and about 5 feet and 9 inches in height.
Although the police did not know if she was
a student, Rosado said she was of college
age, between 18 and 24 years old. AfzalKahn added that the girl had braids, “slim
features,” and wore a puffy coat and de
signer jeans, and wore a large backpack.
Afzal-Kahn emphasized her shock that
the girl would come back to the same floor
after all the “hubbub” just two hours ear
lier.
“The girl clearly needs help,” AfzalKahn said.
Other members of the campus commu
nity were alerted to the situation.
“I don’t know anything about the inci
dents, but what are these people doing?
Leaving their doors wide open? I have my
wallet on me, right here (motioning to his
jacket pocket),” Political Science professor,
Dr. Thomas Cassilly, said.
“It’s a shame,” Codner said. “She was
clearly doing it for the cash...I’m lucky be
cause I have a place to lock my purse up.”
Mike Vaccaro, freshman, on-campus
resident said he felt unsafe.
“If I want to leave my stuff somewhere,
I can’t because this girl hasn’t been caught.
She should be locked up,” Vaccaro said.
The suspect may face 18 months in jail
and a $ 1,000 fine. For what would prob
ably be a fourth degree crime, the punish
ment is determined by the dollar amount
stolen, Rosado said.
The police encourage teachers to be con
scious of locking their doors and leaving
purses, coats, or wallets out of sight. The
suspect was spotted in College and Dickson
Halls last week. If any one has seen the
previously described suspect, contact the
campus police at 973-655-5222.

MSU student
arrested for
sexual assault
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EMT veteran appointed to resuscitate MSU EMS squad
By Jill Nuber
Special to The Montclarion
A 10-year emergency medical technician
veteran, eager to help MSU’s Emergency
M edical Services (EM S) run more
smoothly, was hired as an administrative
supervisor for MSU’s EMS on Feb. 4, right
before their services closed down tempo
rarily.
Robb Rehberg was appointed by Dean
Matusow-Ayres, the Dean of Student De
velopment and Campus Life, days before
the EMS shut down due to a staff shortage
on Feb. 16.
“I wasn’t thrilled about the shut down,
but it should be viewed as something posi
tive because we want to make things bet
ter,” Rehberg said.
During the month long shut down,
Rehberg plans on helping current officials
like John Davis, MSU’s EMS advisor and
athletic trainer, direct their energies towards
increasing the organization’s effectiveness.
“ I d o n ’t have a c h ie f’s p o sitio n ,”
Rehberg said, “I’m here to help things get
on track and take some of the responsibility
off of John Davis.”
The EMS wants to increase its member
ship by putting together a campaign drive
and handing out flyers during the next few
weeks. Rehberg also plans on getting
courses for EMT’s such as ambulance driv
ing, a class on hazardous materials, and an
emergency care sports class. He wants to
keep all EMS members up to date about
things pertaining to the EMS so they can
provide a more effective service.
Rehberg wants to help EMS rise from
past problems so it can help the campus and
community. Last December, T.J. Hynes,
founder and former chief of the EMS squad,
resigned from the organization after being

JASON TIM O C H KO / M O NTCLARIO N

A LIFE SAVER: R obb R ehberg, recently appointed a s E M S ’s adm inistrative supervisor, is b usy a t work in his Student C e n te r office.
investigated for large cellular phone bills
and spending practices concerning the fur
nishings of the EMS office.
Rehberg also wants to help students help
themselves.
“Joining the EMS would be a great op
portunity for students because it offers ad
ministrative and leadership opportunities,”
Rehberg said.

Rehberg only works part-time and is not
a volunteer. He said he has no definitive
schedule, but he said his job is to “get the
job done,” however long it takes.
Rehberg has worked as an athletic trainer
at Westchester University in Pennsylvania
where he graduated with a degree in ath
letic training and sports medicine. He has
also worked for Villanova University’s

EMS, briefly assisted the National Colle
giate EMS, was a charter member of the NJ
disaster medical assistance team, and a
chairman of the National Safety Council
First Aid advisory board.
Students interested in becoming a mem
ber of EMS can call 655-7836 or visit the
EMS office, located in the Student Center
Annex, room 105.

Lightning strikes WMSC’s
transmitter; station shut down
By Justin Velluci
Opinion Page Editor
Lightning hit the NJN tower located on
Clove Road yesterday, causing WMSC to
go off the air for the second time this se
mester.
Problems with the station’s transmitter
began around 3 p.m., according to Ted
Dilorio, WMSC General Manager. Upon
investigation, the station was informed that
lightning had hit the tower and disabled the
station’s transmitter from working properly.
“When we finally thought that things
were getting better, this happens,” said Dave
Cummings, WMSC Programming Director.
“We’re trying to get this fixed. It’s just one
thing after another.”
WMSC was closed down earlier this
semester when an impromptu FCC inspec
tion found that the station’s equipment was
not appropriate for broadcasting. With the
aid of $25,000 provided by the administra
tion and the help of WMSC Chief Engineer

Steve Pepe, the station repaired its transmit
ter and replaced phone lines to the NJN
tower that were cut during a renovation to
the NJ Transit line running along Clove
Road.
The station came back on the air on Feb.
8.
Dilorio claimed that equipment prob
lems had been plaguing the station for years
and the FCC inspection was what was
needed to let administrators know that the
station’s problems were to be taken seri
ously.
The station is working with Dean of Stu
dents Hcl<?fi Matsow-Ayers and the SGA to
ensure that the staion comes back on the air
as soon as possible.
“The more that we’re off the air, “ said
Cummings, “the worse that our listenership
is.”
WMSC is planning to be broadcasting
again by this afternoon. Technicians for
the phone company are scheduled to repair
the damage to the NJN tower today.
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resistance.
Perez was taken to MSU police head
quarters and held there until Ocean County
sheriffs came.
What penalties he will face is uncertain,
but according to the Dean of Students, Helen
Matusow-Ayres, it would depend on an offcampus charge for a student to get sus
pended or expelled from MSU.
If there is enough evidence against the

student, however, a decision can be made
before the trial.
Two sheriffs arrived from Ocean County
at 7:20 p.m. and took Perez into their cus
tody. Since then, Perez has been released
on bail, but he is scheduled to go to court
for the charges.
According to an Ocean County spokes
person, the date of his court trial is forth
coming.

Open 7 Days
From 11am - 2am

1158 Main Ave
Clifton, NJ

Phone: 973-365-9856
Fax: 973-778-8781

$ 1 2 .0 0 per hour rents you the table for 2, 3 or 4 players.
(1 /2 price, $ 6 .0 0 per hour for one player)
2 0 % college ID discount all day every day
W ed n esd ay night C -C lass tournam ents
Thursday night - Ladies Play Free!
Professional Tables • Snack Bar • Fun Friendly Atmosphere
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Richardson Hall Annex budget increases $ 5 million
By Jennifer Zimmerman
Special to The Montclarion

BRIAN DRISCOLL/ M O NTCLARIO N

TOPPED OFF: The Richardson H a ll A nnex, exp ec ted to b e com pleted b y Septem ber, is n ow 7 5 percen t com plete.

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS EXPENSIVE,
TRY PUTTING YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.

0 1999 T u c k e r* In su ra n ce an d A n n u ity A sso cia tio n I C ollege R e tire m e n t E q u itie s F und, N Y , N Y

T

hink about supporting yo u rself
for tw enly-five, thirty years or
longer in retirem ent. It m ight be the
greatest financial test y o u ’ll ever face.
Fortunately, y o u have tw o valuable
assets in your favor: time and tax deferral.
The key is to begin saving now.
Delaying your decision for even a year or
two can have a big impact on the amount
o f income y o u ’ll have when you retire.
W hat’s the simplest way to get started?
Save in pretax dollars and make the most
o f tax deferral. There’s simply no more
painless or pow erful w ay to build a
comfortable and secure tomorrow.

S R A s m a k e i t easy.

SR A s —tax-deferred annuities from
TIA A -C R E F - offer a sm art and easy
w a y to build the extra incom e you r
pension and Social Security benefits may
not cover. T h ey’re backed by the same
exclusive investm ent choices, low
expenses, and personal service that have
made T IA A -C R E F the retirement plan of
choice among America’s education and
research communities.
Call 1 800 842-2776 and find out for
you rself how easy it is to put yourself
through retirement when you have time
and TIAA-CREF on you r side.

w ww.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the fixture
fo r those who shape it*
TIA A -C R E F Individ u a l and In stitu tio n a l Services, Inc., distribute* C R E F certificates and in terests in the T IA A R eal E state Account.
For more complete inform ation, including charges and expenses, ca ll 1 800 842-2733, e x t. 5509, fo r the prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send m oney.

12/98

The Richardson Hall Annex, with a bud
get increase of over $5. million, is 75 per
cent completed with construction of the roof.
The Board of Trustees voted unani
mously last December to increase the bud
get for construction of the Annex from $8.2
to $ 13.8 million. Bids came back higher than
the university anticipated and problems oc
curred with underground utilities
The BOT, in two separate motions on
Dec. 10, 1998, decided to increase the total
budget by over $5 million, which resulted
in the construction manager’s fee jumping
from $ 185,192 to $785,192, proportionately,
according to Lisa Greene, President’s ex
ecutive assistant.
The BOT acted on the recommendation
of William Wimberly, Chairman of the Fa
cilities Committee, at public session to make
the increase.
In a separate motion, board member
Rose Cali moved to approve the increase in
the construction manager’s fee.
The money for the increase will come
from bonds the university refinanced, fund
ing from a higher education facilities trust
fund, the students’ facilities fee, and other
institutional funds.
Rani Jenkins of Business and Finance,
said the Vice President of Business and Fi
nance first submits a request to the Presi
dent and then it goes to the Board of Trust
ees for review.
MSU originally estimated, three to four
years ago, that it would cost $8.2 million to
finance the project, and the money was di
vided into six trades; general construction,
structural steel, laboratory case work,
plumbing and fire systems, H VAC, and elec
trical. When the bids came back, the total
of $13.8 million forced the university to in
crease its budget allocation.
Ms. Jenkins also said underground utili
ties contributed to the cost of the construc
tion. For instance, gas and water pipes had
to be rerouted and a steam loop was found
underground.
To help defray the cost, the Annex was
also moved even closer to Richardson Hall.

Campus theft
linked to two
maintenance
employees
By Maureen Samedy
Staff Writer

Two MSU maintenance employees have
lost their jobs after being arrested for steal
ing from various on-campus locations last
month.
The two janitors, Ruben Lisboa of New
ark and Michael Davis of East Orange, were
arrested, charged, and later released on their
own recognizance.
Both janitors were fairly new to their
MSU positions. Lisboa’s employment be
gan in February of 1998 and Davis started
in August of 1998.
“Until they’ve been officially tried and
found guilty, there is only a limited amount
I can say about the case,” said Sgt. Israel
Rosado of the MSU Investigations Unit. He
did, however, comment that the thefts did
not only occur in Life Hall as previously.
thought.
“They were arrested for various thefts
around the campus. They were coupled to
gether, but they did some on their own as
well,” affirmed Rosado.
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For years, child ab u se h a s been a problem to w hich th ere were
few real answ ers. B ut now th ere’s an innovative new program th a t
can help stop th e ab u se before it sta rts. A program th a t reach es
new p aren ts early on, teaching them how to cope with th e stre sse s
th a t lead to ab u se . It’s already achieving u n p reced en ted resu lts.
So call 1-800-C H I L D R E N today. B ecause only w ith y o u r help
can we keep child abuse from touching the children being bom today.
THE M O R E YOU HELP THE L E S S THEY HURT.
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Drinking
C O N T IN U E D F R O M P. 1

A former Stone Hall resident, Ted, 21, loved the holi
day season because it was a time that he could get away
with bringing a 5.16 gallon “beer ball” into the dorms by
wrapping it up with Christmas paper. He said the same
tactic worked for cases of beer.
Spencer said that an enormous percentage of yearly hall
damage is a result of intoxicated students. The most com
mon damage is punched-out ceiling tiles and stolen exit
signs. Housekeeping costs are high due to drinkers.
Spencer said that many staff members dread coming in
on Friday mornings to face the vomit in the hallways and
general mayhem left behind from Thursday, the most popu
lar campus drinking night.
Calitre said that Thursday was the worst drinking night
for campuses because most students have a lighter class
load on Friday. Most of the hall damage is done on weeknights before students go home for a weekend with their
families, Spencer said.
Thursday is a great night to play beer-pong, Marie said.
In order to play beer-pong, a popular Ping-Pong like drink
ing game, Marie said that a common technique is to un
screw wardrobe doors and prop them up on TV tables. Play
ers set up cups of beer on either end of the tables and try to
launch a Ping-Pong ball into their opponent’s cup. If they
succeed, their opponent must chug the beer. She has known
students who have stolen common lounge furniture for more
complex beer-pong setups in their rooms.
Spencer said that in the 1997-98 school year, 93 oncampus students were on probation and nine were termi
nated for alcohol and drug violations. According to Spen
cer, the majority of the violations were from room parties.
The nine extreme cases were mostly due to multiple of
fenses of the drug and alcohol policy.
With only 2,100 of the 13,000 Montclair State Univer
sity students living on campus, Nancy Ellson, Director of
the Health and Wellness Center, is concerned that most of
the MSU drinking occurs off campus and out of reach of
residence hall staff.
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“They are useful souvenirs; it’s a tradition. Drinking isn’t
der the ISC or the four sororities of Panhell, another Greek
our reason for giving them out," Mary Mazzeo of CLUB t
life organizing body, Drapczak said.
“There are only so many precautions that we can take. said.
Mazzeo said that CLUB knows that the Drive-In is a
Underage drinking is going to happen no matter what,”
big drinking night so they carefully plan the security.
Drapczak said.
“Alcohol is brought in, but it is not tolerated,” Cell said.
Lt. Cell, MSU Police, confirmed that there were two
fights at the white-gloved event and some people had to be “There were 10 officers there, it is well staffed. We dump
out whatever we see.”
removed from The Cameo.
While drink
According to
ing is an issue for
Drapczak, Officers
college
cam 
Frank Marino and
puses, the death
O fficer Simms
of 20-year-old Ja
from the MSU Po
son G reco of
lice were hired to
Rutgers Univer
provide security at
sity and several
the event. “It’s up
alcohol-related
to the bartenders at
deaths around the
The Cam eo to
nation
have
check the stamps.
brought even
As president of the
more attention to
ISC, I don’t feel
the issue of drink
any responsibility
ing on campus,
for the underage
Phil
Calitre, Di
drinking,” she said.
rector
of Campus
The m anager
Security
and
of The Cameo was
Safety
said.
unavailable for
Greco fell to his
comment.
death after a night
K e i s h a
of
excessive
Drakeford, Advi
drinking last Oc
sor to Fraternities
tober.
and Sororities at
C alitre said
MSU, said she was
that the six alco
not aware of the
hol-related ar
TIM O TH Y M . CASEY/ M O NTCLARIO N
open-bar policy at
rests on campus
the event, the slew
PROPER ID NOT REQUIRED: S hop-R ite W ine & Spirits in Totowa selling
in 1998 shows
of underage drink b eer to 19-year-old M S U student M ike Finnerty.
that drinking at
ing and the two
fights that occurred at this year’s Cotillion and had no com MSU is down.
“We are a fortunate university. Drinking on campus has
ment about alcohol’s place at Greek events.
dwindled,” Calitre said, “even in the Clove Road Apart
ments.”
Policing the parties
He said that since the days of MSU’s Carnival, a univer
Policing off-campus fraternities and sororities has been
a problem, according to Karen Pennington, Vice President sity sponsored event that was plagued with alcohol related
of Student Development and Campus Life. If a MSU chap problems, drinking has not presented any major difficulties
for his department. A stabbing after a September 1996 onter does own a house, they are not in any specific area.
campus
party resulted in a stricter party policies and drink
Parties are often held without the knowledge of the ad
ing
rules.
He said that students welcomed these policies.
ministration. Marie said that a yearly event for Greeks called

The Bar Scene
Tony Maturo, Bar Manager of Doc’s, on Route 46 in
Totowa said, “Kids in college are always going to want to
drink sooner than they can. They want to
“Kill-a-Keg” is held every April.
be part of a crowd.”
Teams of fraternities and sororities Hangovers & Headaches
Maturo said that his largest issue at
Regardless where students are drinking, Ellson believes
are given a keg and timed to finish
Doc’s is fake IDs. He said, “I ’ve confis “I’ve confiscated so
it. Marie said that the groups of so that there are still major cracks in the policies.
cated so many fake IDs, I could start my many fake IDs, I could
According to a 1997 study done by the Addictions Study
rority girls are larger than the fra
own business.”
ternity boys, since “boys can drink Coordinator, Dr. Eileen Sweet, 35 percent of MSU’s stu
A sign is posted by Doc’s entrance that start my own business more.”
dent body are excessive, or binge drinkers. Although MSU
stated, “After 9 p.m. no minors are allowed
ranks below the national average of 43 percent, Residential
An
undercover
operation
may
- Tony Maturo,
on the premises. Management reserves the
have changed the way some people Life Psychologist Dr. Robert Goggins said it is an issue over
D oc’s Bar M anager
right to ask for a second form of ID.”
think about going off campus for which college campuses stumble nationwide.
Doc’s hosts a College Night every
Men who drink more than five drinks in one sitting and
parties.
Tuesday night for local students 18 and
A New Jersey State Police ef women who drink four or more drinks in one sitting are
*
older. While he is glad to open the door of -----------------------------------*
fort called “Operation Campus” re labeled as binge drinkers, according to the 1993 Harvard
Doc’s to MSU and William Paterson Uni
sulted in the arrest of 43 MSU stu School of Public Health Study of College Binge Drinking.
versity students who are excluded by drinking laws, he said dents last December, New Jersey State Police spokesper
Ellson said that there are both physiological and social
that he and his staff are on guard all night. As students who son Sgt. A1 Della Fave said.
consequences from drinking. The behavior may lead a stu
are over 21-years-old walk in, a plastic ID bracelet is fas
Over 200 people crowded into a Paterson recreation hall dent to a life of alcoholism and the body may suffer enor
tened to their wrists.
to gulp the $5 All-You-Can-Drink offer on Dec. 15. Pater mous amounts of stress when guzzling so much alcohol.
“We realize that the drinking age excludes people. If son police raided the party, making 43 arrests. Nine broth ; Ellson said that drinking decreases the body’s immune
College Night got out of control, we would end it. The big ers of the Tau Phi Beta fraternity, or “The Bulls”, were system. She feels that students are not aware of the physi
gest problem is people of age buying for those who are charged with selling alcohol to minors and selling alcohol ological ramifications of drinking.
not,” Maturo said.
One of the most obvious conse
without a license. The remaining 34 stu
However, those students under the legal drinking age dents were charged with underage drink
quences of drinking is a lack of
without fake IPs are finding another place to party.
The lack of judgment can
ing.
“Underage drinking is judgment.
bring on a whole slew of secondary
The New Jersey State police launched
problems such as date rape, driving
“Operation Campus”, after the death of 20- going to happen no
The Beer Ball
under the influence, violence, and
The lack of a “fraternity row,” or Greek housing on cam year-old Rutger’s University student Jason matter what.
excessive loudness, Ellson said.
pus, has presented a dilemma for those fraternities and so Greco. The undercover investigation of
“There are measurable costs,
- Jaim e D rapczak, Interrorities that want to host parties. Often, they will turn to campus drinking was designed to gather
like
29 percent of college dropouts
intelligence about campus drinking and to
local restaurants or event halls.
Sorority Council President
are binge drinkers,” Goggins said.
Cotillion, an open-bar debutante-like ball to present the make arrests, Della Fave said.
“It is hard to determine how many
According to Della Fave, the MSU ad
newly inducted sorority sisters of MSU, is traditionally held
students had to stay up all night be
at The Cameo in Garfield. According to an anonymous ministration was unaware of the Bulls ar
cause their roommate was puking or
newly inducted sister, underage drinking was everywhere rest beforehand but welcomes the opera
belligerent or affected in some other way by a neighbor or
tion like other state colleges and universities.
at the Feb. 19 event.
Nick, 19, a Bohn Hall resident, said that he would think loved one who is intoxicated. There are many non-quanti“At first I was afraid of getting caught, but then nobody
was checking so I went up to the bar,” the 19-year-old so twice about going to an off-campus party because of the fiable costs of drinking.” Goggins’ office is located on the
rority sister said. “Most people just rubbed their hands to incident. He said that he had been at other parties on cam bottom floor of Bohn Hall, a notorious party dorm.
“We keep an eye out for our ‘frequent flyers’ here at the
gether to get the stamp on their hands. But during the din pus busted by Resident Assistants and the only consequence
was a few write-ups and alcohol being dumped down the Health and Wellness Center,” Ellson said. “Sometimes we
ner hour we just went up. Nobody seemed to care.”
“Cotillion isn’t just about drinking,” the president of drain. He was also thankful that he never made it to the need to take a good look at what’s going on in the life of our
students when they are in here over and over again during a
the Inter-Sorority Council, Jamie Drapczak said, “The guys Bulls party.
“TTiere is an old adage in law enforcement,” Calitre said. semester. Many times, binge drinking is the answer.”
are like, ‘let’s just get drunk,’ but for the girls, it’s a chance
A long history of drinking predates college students, Cell
for them to show off their newly inducted sisters to the cam “If you solve a problem one place it will move somewhere
said.
While he and Calitre feel that alcohol consumption at
else.”
pus community.”
MSU
is low, they realize that it will always be an issue for
But policing on-campus events has been problematic
While Drapczak said Cotillion isn’t focused on alco
college
campuses across the county.
hol, she said that students pay $125 per couple for a five- as well. The white water bottles given out by the Campus
Life Union Board (CLUB) were used for concealing mixed
hour open bar.
This report was produced as an assignment in Prof.
The event hosts about 400 people. All of the females drinks or pouring beer into during last year’s drive-in movie
Ron Hollander’s Feature Writing course.
are MSU Students and members of the five sororities un night, said Cell.
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T he O N E thing you should
learn this sem ester . . .

is th at you can save m oney w ith
N orth Jersey F ederal C redit U nion.
We have Products and Services that help you save money
Share (Saving) Accounts
•
•
*
•

Share Draft (Checking) Accounts

Great rate Share Savings Account
Holiday/Vacation Clubs
Term Share Certificates (CD’s)
Money Market (IRA)

•
•
•
•

Miscellaneous
»
•
•
•
•

Free Low rate Credit Cards*
MAC ATM Card
New car buying services
Disney Discount Card
18 to 29 club

•

non-use fee

Free checking
Free Overdraft Protection
Checking Plus
Basic Checking

W hich one would you choose?

Loans

T he elephants? T he w hales? T h e clean air we breathe?
M aybe th e choice isn’t so clear. M aybe y o u ’d like a way to keep them all.

Student Loans
New & Used Car Loans
24-Hour Loan By Phone

N ow the w o rld ’s leading environm ental groups are w orking together.
To fin d o u t how you can help, look fo r us at w w w .earth sh are.o rg .

n

One environment. One simple way to care for it

As a student or employee, here at Montclair State University, you andyour Family are eligible
for the benefits and services of North Jersey Federal Union. If you are interested in taking
advantage of this service call the Credit Union at 973-785-9200, just ask for Jackie Sturm @ x.
382 to get more details on how to become a member and take advantage of our valuable services.

Earth Share

Visit our web site at: www.njfcu.org
or E-mail us at info@njfcu.org
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FREE

GET LUCKY
COLLEGE RACK
Present this coupon along with a valid
college ID a t any gate on 3/13/99 and get
free admission, free racing program,
and free $2 bet voucher.

W hat a re you gonna
do tonight?

g

MEADOWLANDS
ftocctrmcJi ....

Call 201-THE-BIGM • www.thebigm.com^

h St:
tye Big y

^

^e t y o u r fra te rn ity , get y o u r sorority, get your friends,

/0ck'est timg le M eadow ,ands Racetrack. Saturday, M arch 13th, w e'» be ce'e^

Celebrate St. Patrick's Day at
the Big M, Sat. March 13th

T0Urng

the y e a r al1 evening long w ith g re a t food, green b eer, grea

World's Gre

^ Basketball‘ a chance to win a trip fo r tw o to Ireland, and

free ad ^

^

rse^ e

^

^

Harness Racing. And w ith th e Big M ’s G e t Lucky College P a c M

.

SSI° n‘ a free racing program , and a fre e $ 2 bet. Be a p a rt o f t h e '

■ M ik e B yrne and th e G reen D erb y Boys Irish Band
Live in th e Clubhouse S p o rts B ar & G rill

'8ht o f t h e year. Only Saturday, M arch 13th. Only a t The B'8

■ S pecial a p p e a ra n c e by W DHA's Rob M o o re h e a d
■ The BIG M "Big Dance" C hallenge* - Pick the final
fo u r team s and th e w in n e r in th e NCAA M e n ’s
Basketball to u rn a m e n t and win a 13* Sharp C olor
TV and D inner fo r Two a t Pegasus Restaurant
■W atch all th e NCAA Tournam ent games
simulcast live via satellite a t th e
Clubhouse S ports B ar and Grill
And o f course...G reen Beer!

Enter to win a

Free trip for
two to Ireland
courtesy of wdha

Gates open at 5:30 p-m. First Race 7:30 p.m. General Parking Free
' Prize to be awarded upon completion ol NCAA tournament 3/29/99. In the event ol multiple correct entries, prize w ill be awarded in a random drawing. Must be 18 to enter drawing and contest. No purchase necessary.

MEADOWLANDS
R acetrack

What are you gonna
do tonight?
Call 201-THE-BIGM • www.thebigm.com
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Underage
C O N T IN U E D F R O M P. 1

the same-excuse. “I forgot my wallet.”
He started at the Route 46 Liquors on
Rte. 46 in Little Falls. Finnerty said he was
nervous because of the tally of fake IDs con
fiscated this year on the door. He headed to
the back cooler, picked up a six-pack of
Killian’s beer and headed to the counter.
The balding man calmly rang it up,
•‘$6.45, please,” he said. Finnerty pulled out
his money, The maft said, “Oh, can I see
your license please,” as he was putting the
six-pack in a brown bag.
“Oh. I ’ll be right back, I must have for
gotten it.” Finnerty exited, blushing.
At The A&P further down Route 46 in
Totowa, he got the same treatment. He
thought it would be easier to buy alcohol
there, a grocery store must have had more
on their minds than asking for ID.
But the teenage -clerk said, “Can I see
some ID?” long before he asked, “Paper or
plastic?’
Finnerty would call the beer quest to a
close after a stop at Shop-Rite Wine & Spir
its in Totowa.
The place was crowded, and he thought
there was no way they would sell to a mi
nor with so many people around. But he
headed to the cooler, and then the register,
and to pocket for the money, and that was
it. He finally bought beer. There was no
skeptical look from the pasty-skinned sales
cleric and no pause to ask for ID.
He walked into The Alexus Steakhouse
& Tavern on Valley Road., in Clifton. He
asked for a beer.
His server named Saied came to his table
with two beers for the 4:40 p.m. celebra
tion. He was in clear view of the bartender.
The restaurant only hosted about five tables
at the time.
He enjoyed the beers along with some
steak fries and a chicken sandwich. He was
even more surprised when Saied came back
to ask Finnerty, “Can I get you another beer
sir?”
When Donald Szibdat, manager of
Shop-Rite Wines & Spirits was confronted
with the news of the underage sale he said

ONE FOR THE ROAD: The A lexus Steakhouse & Tavern on Valley R o a d in Clifton, served an M S U s tu d e n t, M ik e Finnerty, 19, a n d
offe red him a seco n d b e e r Tuesday. Forty to fifty percen t o f the establishm ent’s clientele a re M S U students.

that most of his business does not come from
MSU students. He does, however, employ
three MSU students.
Szibdat said that he was unaware of his
business having a reputation as an easy place
for underage drinkers to buy liquor. When
he learned of The Montclarion's investiga
tion he sighed and said, “our policy is to
card anyone who looks 25 and under.”
But the 24 year old student who
purchasd a six-pack of Pete’s Wicked Beer
after him wasn’t asked for ID either.

“I’m not too happy it happened in my
store. If you were the police, the cashier
would have been taken out in handcuffs and
fined $500.”
“He didn’t look 30 did he?” Szibdat
asked. “Sometimes the state will send
around people dressed up to trick us.”
He looked distressed as he was told that
Finnerty was purposely not dressed up. He
reached into the file cabinet to pull out the
schedule to see who was working at the time.
“Hmm... she’s a student. We’re going
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to have to have a chat.”
The Alexus was just getting ready to
open for lunch. The m anager Patty
Thompkowitz said that about 40-50 percent
of The Alexus’ clientele are MSU Students.
“Students sometimes they come in dur
ing the day and of course, during happy hour.
The 21 year olds that is,” Thompkowitz said.
The Alexus has three days with a “happy
hour.” Happy hour is all day Sunday and
Monday and from 4-7:00 p.m. on Thursday.
Thompkowitz said that there are drink and
appetizer specials during happy hour that
students enjoy.
She said that she and her staff asks any
one for ID, even if there is the slightest sus
picion that they are underage.
She was shocked to hear o f The
Montclarion’s investigation. In response,
she said, “Oh, he [Saied] is new. A student
too.” Her words drifted and said that the
Director of Operations would like to hear
of this. She rushed off to find him.
Many mirrored liquor signs decorate The
Alexus’dining room. The warm glow of the
neon beer logos in the window illuminated
the dining room.
A1 Ciccone came in with a firm hand
shake and an authoritative voice.
He denied The Alexus’ reputation as an
easy place to be served alcohol.
“I don’t know anything about that,”
Ciccone said.
After a quick exchange of words, he took
off towards the bar but then turned back to
say, “We don’t want any of that kind of busi
ness here. We have plenty of other busi
ness. We don’t need it. Goodbye.”
Neither Szibdat nor Ciccone asked for
any proof that they served alcohol to
Finnerty, but neither denied that it happened.
H ow ever frazzled C iccone and
Thompkowitz looked at The Alexus, noth
ing changed in their carding policy. On
Tuesday, March 2, Finnerty went back into
the dining room of The Alexus. He ordered
three beers for him and his friends and was
served. When his beer was finished, he
walked directly to the bar and ordered a beer
directly from the bartender. He was served
again without question.
This report was produced as an
assignment in Prof. Ron Hollander’s
Feature Writing course.
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M ilrjam Lablans (Junior- M orristow n) directs the cre w for the taping o f ‘C arp e D iem ’ last w eek in the D um ont Televison Center.

Lights,
a c tio n !
By Timothy M. Casey
Photography Editor

Every Friday, 20 MSU students film,
direct, and produce ‘Carpe Diem,’ a weekly
television show broadcast on CTN
Comcast. Broadcasting majors are given
this unique hands-on opportunity to be a part
o f the show after com pleting the
prerequisite TV 3 course.
“It’s very fast paced and interesting,”
said David Strauss, a Junior Broadcasting
major from East Brunswick. “To be a part
of something one step away from the real
thing is a great experience for seniors
especially. It’s a great reference, people have
heard of it.”
The topics for the show vary from week
to week. Students rotate job responsibilities
on a weekly basis as well. Students take
turns directing, running audio, operating
cam eras, lighting, and assisting with
production.
“The d irecto r is responsible for
preparing for the show, calling camera shots,
basically being prepared for anything that
could happen”, said Mirjam Lablans, the
student director of last week’s show.

The program was started by Larry
Londino, the show’s executive producer. It
is taped every Friday in the Dumont
television center in Life Hall. It is broadcast
a week later, on Friday at 5:00 on the CTN
Comcast network.
The show has a very live feel to it, not
very much editing is done, although the
show may include roll-ins taped on campus
and interviews.
Students work on ‘Carpe Diem’ as part
of a broadcasting practicum class. The
course is called TV Production Company.
It can be taken for 1-3 credits. Students are
required to work a certain amount of hours
on the production of the show. The set is
prepared for the show on Thursdays, with
actual taping on Friday. The studio is used
for TV 2 and TV 3 classes the rest of the
week.
“I love television. My idol is Oprah
Winfrey, I want to do what she does,” said
Ophelia Johnson, a senior broadcasting
major from Franklin Township. Johnson has
been hosting ‘Carpe D iem ’ and doing
interviews for the show after auditioning in
1997.

Dylan M anigan (Junior- Bloom ingfield) hangs lights in the studio for the show.
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P e te C ze c h (Junior- Clifton) operates a ca m e ra in the television studio. C zech also directed the audio for the show.
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Soul food
with culture
Ceremony held in honor of
outstanding African American
students and faculty
by April Marie
Staff Writer

n Thursday, Feb. 25, “Soul Food
With Culture” attracted many indi
viduals to the Student Center Ball
rooms. This major affair had tremendous
numbers of both faculty and student body
in dresses and suits coming out to be en
lightened in a celebration of African Ameri
can Culture.
The ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha So
rority, Inc. and the brothers of Iota Phi Theta
Fraternity, Inc. along with The Student Gov
ernment Association and the Junior Mentor
Program all worked very hard to reach out
to one another so they could produce a suc
cessful event. “The purpose of the dinner
was to recognize and to show appreciation
to students and faculty administrators who
have displayed dedication through their or
ganizations in making Montclair State Uni
versity a more productive community,” says
Kenyatta Montgomery, a brother of Iota Phi
Theta Fraternity, Inc.
“Soul Food with Culture” began with the
host and hostess, Ms. Latasha Casterlow and
Mr. Kenyatta Montgomery, welcoming and
thanking everyone for coming out to what
would be an unforgettable experience. They
gave a synopsis of African American Heri
tage Month by honoring the life of Carter
G. Woonson. Mr. Woonson was the founder
of Negro History Week, which later became
Black History Month. After the synopsis, the
heritage dinner moved right along with per
formances from the Organization of Student
African Unity gospel choir, Eshe Ayolowa
African Dance Troupe, Pure Balance, made
up of Earl Gayle II, Tashira Burwell, Latasha
Casterlo, Kenyatta Montgomery and Russel
Marshal who sung “Let Me Touch You” by
Kirk Franklin. There were also many out
standing solo performances and poetry read
ings. Follwing dinner, the event was height
ened when several members of the student

O
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Honoring African Am erican heritage during Black History Month.

body where honored, including Antonio
Wheeler, John Griffin, Tashira Burwell, Earl
P. Gayle II, Jamillah Hargrove, Karrin Wil
son, Philip Johnson, Takeem Dean and
Rhoda Donat. The faculty honored were
Dean Margaree Coleman-Carter, Marsha
Campbell-Young, Robin Hamlett and Dean
James E. Harris for the outstanding accom
plishments they have achieved in the cam
pus community. Many walked up to receive
their beautiful plaques full of smiles and

others shared brief words as happy tears
shed from their eyes.
Not only were there hundreds of students
and faculty in attendance, but many impor
tant founders and members of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc. and Iota Phi Theta Fra
ternity Inc. were also present, felias Dorsey
Jr., one of the 11 living founders of Iota Phi
Theta Fraternity, Inc., who is currently a
successful doctor and very active in the fra
ternity was present as was Ms. Harrison A.

Tate of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
for 75 years, better known as the golden
soro.
Once the evening wound down, the host
and hostess presented a number of Honor
able Mentions and the audience gracefully
applauded as their faces lit with joy due to
the dazzling and insightful dinner full of
“Soul Food with Culture.”

M IN D O V E R M A T T E R
By Dr. Susan Herman
ssertiveness is expressing your
needs and feelings in a direct and
honest way. It is not being pushy,
indirect or negatively assertive (aggressive).

A

What makes assertiveness impor
tant?
Assertiveness is an essential part of our
self-respect. Whenever you keep quiet
about your thoughts and feelings because
you are afraid of disapproval, you are put
ting yourself second. That is a humiliat
ing and degrading position to put yourself
in. You can’t live according to your own
values without being assertive. Without
assertiveness, you are not lively to get what
you want and not lively to make much of a
contribution to anyone, including yourself.
How do I know the line between in
appropriate and appropriate level of
assertiveness?
Inappropriate assertiveness includes
shouting down another person so that you
are the only one to speak or getting even
with someone who hurt or annoyed you
instead of speaking to them directly. Be

Assertiveness: learning how to
express your needs
haviors that treat people as though they
exist only to make your life more conve
nient are all inappropri
ately assertive. Appropri
ate assertiveness is saying
what you think even if you
don’t know if your listen
ers agree. It is done with
respect for the other per
son. Respect is conveyed
by the words and tone you
use. You can speak firmly
and clearly without yelling
or putting someone down
and still be strong, direct
and assertive. Paying a
genuine complement is as
sertive. Even silence is as
sertive, such as when you refuse to laugh
at an o ffen siv e jo k e. A ppropriate
assertiveness advances your cause through
courage, but not at the expense of others.

How can I deal with an inappropri
ately assertive person?
• Stay calm, describe the be
havior to which you object and
state what you want or intend
to do. By refusing to meet the
other person’s aggression and
hostility, you retain dignity,
control and your words will be
much more effective.
Here are some examples
of what to say to a person
who is b eh avin g a g g res
sively:
* If you are unwilling to
lower your voice and speak in
a normal way, I am unwilling
to continue this conversation
now.
* I don’t find hostility productive for
getting problem solved. I am going to wait
until you are willing to have d non-hostile

“ R e s p e c t is
conveyed
by th e
w o rd s an d
to n e you
use.

------ W

discussion with me.
* Do you think that shouting louder will
make you more convincing?
* Do you need to go on talking and ar
guing even though I have made it abso
lutely clear that I am not going to do what
you want?
How can we learn to assert ourselves
more often?
Sentence completion exercises can help
you to become more aware and produce
powerful changes. These are examples of
sentences you can use, but you can create
your own as well.
* If I were 5 percent more assertive
today...
* If I had the courage to treat my needs
as important...
* If I am willing to ask for what I want...
* If any of the things I write are true, it
might be helpful if I...
Consciously focusing on being more
assertive will help you become more aware
of the situations in which you censor your
self and less willing to remain silent when
it is appropriate to be assertive.
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Ecstacy and agony: the pains of the pleasure drug
B y L is a G rib b e n

Stajf Writer
t’s Thursday, only one more day to go
until the beginning of spring break!
Many of us will be celebrating in one
way or the other, whether it will be on the
beaches of Cancún or at a club in Manhat
tan. Perhaps some of us are going to do
some excessive partying this week and
maybe will decide to trade in our beers and
shots for a hit of ecstasy. If you are an ec
stasy user or are beginning to become curi
ous about the drug that has become so popu
lar now, listen up. There are some impor
tant things you should know before you take
that seemingly harmless pill this weekend.
Ecstasy is a designer drug that has be
come increasingly popular over the past few
years with this generation. It costs about
$25-$30 per “hit” and is promoted as a drug
that enhances empathy with others. It is
taken mostly at clubs where the lights and
music seem to further increase the feeling
that most people get from taking ecstasy. It
is derived from methamphetamine and am
phetamine, which is otherwise known as
speed. The chemical in ecstasy known as
MDMA produces hallucinogenic effects so
it may not seem like you are taking speed
when, in actuality, you are. Those are the
ingredients of pure ecstasy, which people
are rarely able to buy because the drug is so
popular and is being produced in large quan
tities. So if you decide to take ecstasy, you
basically will be buying a surprise mix of
ingredients that might make you sick or not
get you disillusioned. If there are any ec
stasy users reading this article, look closely

I

at your next hit. If you see some little brown
specks throughout the pill, guess what? You
will soon be taking ecstasy that is most likely
mixed with heroin.
With so many people taking ecstasy it
can appear that people are just having some
harmless fun. The reality is that medical
evidence is beginning to show the damag
ing effects of the drug on the brain. MDMA
(the chemical in ecstasy that gives you the
fuzzy feeling that makes you feel so close
to others) has been researched and proven
to negatively affect the neurotransmitter in
your brain that controls your moods, sleep
ing and eating habits and thinking processes.

Explore a n d C loud N ine, both forms o f Ecstacy, supposedly give you energy, m ake you
happy a n d contribute to y o u r skin tingling.

There is no
campus
calendar this
week due to
spring break. It
return in the next issue of
The Montclarion on March 18.

Basically, it goes like this: you pop a hit,
dance the night away and believe it doesn’t
get any better than this. The next morning
you feel like your brain has shut down for a
while and that you aren’t capable of doing
anything that involves thinking (in fact, you
may even find it difficult to put together all
the pieces of your fabulous night.) You may
feel fatigued or depressed and not realize
why. You feel this way not only because
maybe you were out late and didn’t get
enough sleep, but because the serotonin lev
els in your brain are out of whack and will
remain that way for up to two weeks. Ev
ery time you drop ecstasy, serotonin (the
neurotransmitter in your brain also known
as the “happiness chemical”) levels are dra
matically reduced. It will take approxi
mately two weeks for the levels to be back
to normal.
Studies conducted on monkeys have
shown that serotonin levels were reduced
by 90 percent during that two-week period.
This means that if you do ecstasy twice a
month, your serotonin levels are in a con
stant state of repair to undo the damage that
has been done. If you are doing ecstasy
more like once a week, these levels are al
ways reduced. Although the levels will natu
rally repair: themselves, scientists do not
know if constant damage to the brain from
ecstasy will allow this neurotransmitter to
repeatedly repair itself after continuous use
of MDMA. If you are feeling down and
think you may be suffering from depression,
you need to examine exactly what you have
been doing to your body that may be con
tributing to these feelings. The ironic thing
about this drug is that it is promoted as a
“happy pill” and can make you feel like
everything is great and totally amazing. In
reality, ecstasy lowers your body’s ability

to produce happiness on its own and may
have you believing that you aren’t capable
of ever feeling this way without taking the
drug.
There are many risks to consider if you
are thinking about trying ecstasy or have
already made an attempt. The side effects
of ecstasy include sweating, increased heart
rate and blood pressure and chills. You may
also experience panic attacks, blurred vision
and hallucinations. Users who take ecstasy
risk exhaustion and dehydration from the
combination of the drug and the nonstop
dancing that usually accompanies its use.
The drug also prevents you from urinating
as you normally would so as you continue
to drink water your body is unable to get rid
of it, which can cause your brain to swell
from the excess of fluids, can lead to col
lapse and even death. If you are caught by
the police with ecstasy, you also risk being
arrested and having a drug possession
charge on your record.
It seems that ecstasy has become so
popular in our culture that it is not even con
sidered to be a big deal anymore. It’s just
something fun to do on the weekends at a
club. There are a lot of damaging side ef
fects to ecstasy that you really don’t hear
too much about. Although scientists do not
know the long-term effects of ecstasy yet, it
is only because subjects to be studied need
to have done the drug in excessive amounts
for numbers of years. Since most ecstasy
users tend to be in their late teens or early
twenties, they are unable to be studied be
cause they haven’t been taking ecstasy for
a long period of time. Just because there is
no evidence of long-term brain damage does
not mean that there is none. So what are
your plans for the weekend?

1
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H erb al Ecstasy pills a re very pop ular an d differ from leg al M D M A pills.
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My name used to be 108016
Joseph Bukiet shares his life
experience of the Holocaust
By Kara L. Richardson_________________
Managing Editor

oseph B u kiet’s name used to be
108016. It was tattooed on his arm
shortly after his arrival at the
Auschwitz concentration camp in 1943.
Bukiet said that he speaks of his Holo
caust experience to classes like Professor
Hollander’s “The Holocaust and the Press”
on March 2 for the 6 million Jews who can’t.
Now 76 years old, Bukiet considers him
self “one of the lucky ones.” In his teenage
years he survived the Jewish Ghettos, con
centration camps and the death marches.
“There was nothing so barbarous as the
Holocaust,” Bukiet said. “Because I was a
Jew, I was condemned to death. It didn’t
matter how. I could have been shot, hung,
starved, or gassed. There was nothing I
could do about it.”
By order of law, his life changed in 1939.

J

He and his family in the small village of
Poszowice, Poland were subject to a slow
deprivation of their rights. From being
banned from school to wearing an armband
that marked his religion, Bukiet said Jews
became “strangers among themselves.”
The small village had about 4,000
people. Half of them were Jews. The Jews
in his village were ordered to go to the mar
ket place in 1941. Anyone who didn’t show

up would be shot. Bukiet said, “We ran to
the outskirts and lay in a potato field.” Those
who stayed in Proszowice were killed. Af
ter having no where else to run, he and his
family finally went to the Cracow Ghetto.
In the ghetto, Bukiet found himself amid
starvation and disease. His mother said na
ively to his family, “Why don’t we go where
the other Jews go. They aren’t going to kill
all of us are they.” They decided to stop
hiding.
The day he remembers most is March
13, 1943. The ghetto was surrounded by
Polish Police and the S.S. with heavy artil
leries. “They came and killed the old people,
murdered the orphans. 3,000 people died
that day,” Bukiet said. “I, with the rest was
shipped to Auschwitz,” Bukiet said. “We
were waiting like cattle to be slaughtered.”
Bukiet said it took six hours to get from
Cracow into Auschwitz because of the over
load at the concentration camp. He was im
m ediately separated from his mother,
younger brother and sister.
As he and many other people in the
camps asked the fate of
their relatives, the Nazis
would point to a crema
tory. Smoke that smelled
of human flesh burning
poured out of its chimney.
Burkiet said he knew then
they were dead.
He was assigned to
what known as the “shit
brigade.” It was his job
to transport human excre
ment from the barracks to
the waste piles. He said
that even with his labor he
was not insured survival.
“They would say ‘20
go out, 10 come back,”’
Burkiet said. On the way
back the Nazis would
shoot 10 of the members
of the “shit brigade,” the
rest were beaten on their
way to and from the barracks pulling a
wagon full of human waste.
As he passed from building to building
he saw the thousands of people who were
doomed to be gassed. “One day I saw all of
the Gypsies, the next morning they were
gone,” Bukiet said.
After a few weeks, he was shipped out
to work at a coal mine. With minimal food
and water that was safe to drink, Bukiet said

COURTESY OF NET PHOTOS

that people fainted and dropped; dead around
him under the heavy labor conditions. Al
though he worked with other Polish coal
miners and told them of the mass murder in
Auschwitz-Birkenau, they
did nothing. “There was
such a conspiracy of silence,”
Bukiet said.
The dog-like voice of a
Nazi officer named Chupeck
still rings in his ears. Bukiet
can not spell his name, since
he was denied education in
Poland but he could never
forget him. “He could not eat
breakfast without killing
someone,” Bukiet said.
Bukiet collapsed from a
blow from Chupeck while
working on an Electric Com
pany. “I was a skinny boy, and scared,”
Bukiet said. He does not remember where
he gained the strength from, blit he got up,
swung the shovel and split hjs head open
like a pineapple.
“Then a strange fog came down, it was
as dark as night,” Bukiet said. Nazis began
shooting wildly, but it was too dark. Bukiet
was saved. “For that I would have been cut
to pieces,” he said.
As the war escalated he would hear the
planes roaring over the camps. He and many
other prisoners at the camps would wish that
the Allies would bomb the camps and end
their suffering. As the Americans and En
glish came closer to the camps, they sent
the prisoners on a death march.

“We walked for weeks with no food
whatsoever. We ate grass like cows. We
drank water like sheep,” Bukiet said. “If we
tried to eat the leaves off of trees we would
be shot. I found the most de
licious food then, a clump of
poison ivy. No cheese cake
ever tasted so good.”
Thousands died on that
march. They were dying from
disease, exhaustion and hun
ger. The only hope Bukiet felt
was when the Czechoslovaki
ans threw food toward them,
trying to help. He said many
- Joseph
Czechs were shot for their ef
Bukiet forts.
They finally arrived in
another ghetto. R ussian
trucks came with food. They
were so famished tht they turned over the
trucks pawing for food. Many ate them
selves to death, their bodies could not take
the food after starving for so long, Bukiet
said.
When he was reunited with his older
brother, Bukiet was overjoyed but would not
leave his potatoes. He was so accustomed
to starvation that he would not leave with
his brother until he finished his potatoes.
The Holocaust left Bukiet with the loss
of his mother, father, sister and one of his
brothers. He said that it was a long time
before he could talk about it, much like
many other survivors but he feels that it is
important.
“I will not sleep tonight,” Bukiet said.

“W e w e re
w a itin g lik e
c a ttle to b e
slaughtered.
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Examining the past and present: African American Heritage
By Rhoda Donat______________________
Staff Writer

Celebrate your present as you
examine the contents o f your past.
Enrich your future through the
hindsight o f those who have left
behind a legacy. In essence,
embrace your history.
he 28 days of February are devoted
to making provisions for the success
of African Americans. The month is
dedicated to acknowledging the achieve
ments of those who are and have been ac
cepting challenges, those who put forth the
effort to better themselves on a daily basis
and those who renew the minds of all
peoples, that of the African descendent in
particular.
Black History month began as a dream
which belonged to Carter G. Woodson and
a few other African Americans of his time.
A historian who came to be known as the
Father of Black History, Woodson voiced
the idea in favor of an observance to pay
tribute to the achievements o f African
Americans. His idea gave birth to the es
tablishment of Negro History Week in 1926.

T

During the 1970s it was known as Black
History Week and in 1976 it was coined
Black History Month.
This month celebrates the past achieve
ments and current triumphs of African
Americans and examines the powerful
voices of the past, voices which unlocked
many doors of opportunity. Some voices
include Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
Malcolm X, Nelson Mandela, Rosa Parks
and Harriet Tubman. Also honored are or
ganizations that have aided in the movement
to promote the success of African Ameri
cans such as the National Association for
the A dvancem ent of Colored People
(NAACP). This organization was founded
in 1909 and was one of the leaders in the
fight to gain the Civil Rights Act of 1957.
Tribute is also paid to African Ameri
cans in areas such as the church, arts, com
bat and sciences. Recognition is given to
Eugene Marion who was inaugurated as the
first black archbishop in the United States
May 5, 1988. Recognition was also given
to the first predominately black show Amos
and Andy, Crispus Attucks who was famous
for his involvement with the “Boston Mas
sacre” and Otis Boykin the African Ameri
can who invented parts used in the pace
maker.

This is also a time to honor the achieve
ments of the members who serve as build
community. Recognition, in this light, are
given to the fathers, mothers, sisters and
brothers who are strong backbones of the
family unit. Those who rear the offspring
of the kinship in wisdom are also acknowl
edged as heroes. To continue in this tradi
tion, the brothers of Iota Phi Theta Frater
nity, Inc. and the sisters of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Soroity, Inc. hosted an event on Feb.
25. The entire event was one spectacular
surprise after another. Although'the audience
was primarily captivated by the perfor
mances Marie Benoit and Melvin Mickens
in poetry and Disha Lynch in a powerful
monologue, they were in awe as plaques
were being presented to various students
who demonstrated excellence in the areas
of leadership and service.
The Organization for Students for Afri
can Unity and the African American Stud
ies Program put on a month of programming
entitled, “We are African Whenever We are:
A Renaissance of Consciousness.” The
speakers for this month were described as
“ intense, profound, vivid, enlightening,
positive and constructive,” by Damarcus
King.
The celebration began with Proclama-

tion, Libation and a Flag raising at 12 p.m.
on Feb. 1. Other activities included: a lec
ture by Dr. Leslie Wilson entitled “Origins
of African American Heritage Month,” Dr.
Molefi Asante’s “We are Africans Wherever
We are” and “Models of Resistance to Op
pression” by Damarcus L. King, Farah Snips
and Isaac J. Zito. Other speakers included
Airi Baraka on “African Consciousness:
Our Ancestors, Ourselves, Our Children.”
Some lectures were on “African Origins of
African Americans” by Dr. Colin Palmer,
“African Traditions” by Malidoma Partice
Some, “African The Continent: An Educa
tional Exhibit” by Dr. Sandra Lewis and the
African American Studies Minors, “African
Identity, Cohesion, and Cultural Continu
ity” by Audrea Fefe Dunham and “African
Influence in the Caribbean” by Lenworth
Gunther. To end the month of celebration,
lectures included “A Renaissance of Con
sciousness: A Critical Dialogue” with Dr.
Opoku Agyeman, Dr. Duke Ophori, Dr.
Amos Minh, Dr. Mary Ann Rogers-Wright
and Dr. Saundra-Collins. Overall, “We’ve
had some scholars of great magnitude lec
turing for us during this month. I am con
tent with our progress,” stated the chair of
African Am erican Heritage Month for
OSAU, Damarcus King.

F ea tu re ____________
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ISO PRESENTS ITS

BI-ANNUAL CO-ED SOCCER TOURNAMENT.
TEAMS OF 10, 7-A-SIDE
WHEN: SATURDAY MARCH 27TH, 4:00-8:00PM
WHERE: SPRAGUE FIELD
CONTACT: BARRY -PHONE 973-7487501
E-MAIL ISORG@HOTMAIL.COM
OR DROP BY OUR OFFICE ROOM 120 SC
FREE FOR MSU STUDENTS
TROPHIES AND T-SHIRTS FOR WINNERS
DEADLINE FOR ENTRY TUESDAY 23rd MARCH
CO-SPONSORED BY .CAMPUS RECREATION

AND INTRAMURAL SERVICES
I.S.O. is a Class I of SGA
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
G ate’s live perform ance m easures up to their new album
By Angela Rovetto

ing to fans of all music preference.
But don’t think their progressive sound
Staff Writer
is the only thing that Gate has to offer! These
t was a sell out crowd at The Budapest guys are tight! And when I say tight, I don’t
for G ate’s release of their new seven- mean they get through songs with everyone
song EP, Breakin' Down. Those who playing in time. I’m talking about the kind
came out to support the band lined the of tight where the bass guitar (played by Joe
streets, anxiously awaiting entrance into the M ullen) and drum s (played by Chris
Badami) are inseparable. They’re right on
bar, a buzz with excited chatter.
top of each
In the aisles,
other; feeding
at the bar, on top
off of each
of tables - once
“One
of
the
main
reasons
other’s every
inside, fans took
r hyt hmi c
to their feet as
why this band is so good is
tw ist
and
the band rocked
that they aren’t limited to any
turn. (Check
out new and old
out the EP to
material, with a
one musical style.
hear for your
raw er energy,
self!) The in
fresher groove
credibly cre
and fuller, more
ative, jazzy/
polished sound.
blues
influenced
keyboards
(played
by Matt
Gate worked the crowd, giving fans exactly
what they’ve come to expect - a band that’s Palasz) and bass drum lock into each other,
good, tight, and diverse. Whether you see lying down grooves that keep you moving.
No review of this band would be com
them live or get the new EP, both of which
I strongly recommend, these guys and gal plete without paying lavish homage to the
are a welcomed breath of fresh air and unbelievable harmonious vocals provided by
change of pace from all the run of the mill, Stu Yates and Brooke Bogart.
The oh-so-difficult task of blending
rut rock around today.
One of the main reasons why this band male/female vocals, as experienced by so
is so good is that they aren’t limited to any many other bands, seems effortless for Gate.
one musical style. “His Wall,” track five With Yates singing lead and playing guitar,
on Breakin’Down, demonstrates the band’s Bogart fills out the band’s sound with the
accomplished musical ability, which pre bolstering voice of a rock siren. Truly a
vents them from being slave to any one gifted singer, the strength and support of her
style. “His Wall” starts out solid rock and voice swell the emotion of a song on one
is a ballad, samba, and jazzy walking bass track, while lashing lyrics with biting preci
line before finally winding up balls out rock. sion on the next. With Yates’ unique sound
With their progressive musical diversity, and Bogarts’ strong sense of pitch, their vo
Gate has something for everyone, appeal cals give the band’s songs an edgy open

I
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The m em bers o f G ate.

ness that adds a whole other dimension for
listeners.
Finally! A band that is good, even better
live than on their albums - proving we have
here a high caliber band rather than the all
too familiar case of a competent recording
engineer. So take my advice. Pick up
Breakin’ Down now (it’s only $ 10), and see
them live, up close and personal, while you
still can. If there is any musical justice in
this world, and I believe there is, it won’t be
long before someone notices that the confi
dence, musical enthusiasm, and sound qual
ity that is lacking in most of today’s music
is all in Gate.

For inform ation on:
Gate’s upcoming shows:
Gate hotline (973)696-5091 ext. 3
For booking information:
Lees Artist Management (732)375-1969
Gate website: www.gate-band.com
E-mail: gateband@juno.com

Entertainment News Breaks
By Lvnette Surie
Arts Editor

Brad Pitt has a Fan in His Pants: On Feb. 10, 1999, Athena Marie
Rolando was barred from coming any closer than 100 feet from Brad
Pitt. “Everything is going to be fine. This is just another fact o f life,” she
told reporters outside the courthouse. “I believe [the injunction] invaded
some of my am endm ents. . .I’d actually like to file a restraining order
against Mr. Pitt him self to stay away from m e.” Seems the 19 year-old
Rolando was so smitten with Pitt, she donned a satin nightgown and bunny
slippers for an uninvited Jan. 7, 1999 romp at P itt’s Hollywood Hills
estate. W ith Pitt off film ing The Fight Club, a daring Rolando scaled his
estate’s eight-foot fence and jum ped through an open window with the
help o f a garbage can. Later, Rolando got comfortable, allegedly slipping
into P itt’s black sweatpants. A further raid o f the actor’s closet reportedly
netted her a blue hat, green sweatshirt and shoes. She was finally discov
ered sound asleep in P itt’s bed 10 hours later by the estate caretaker and
was prom ptly carted off to jail by six cops. She told police “voices”
summoned her to P itt’s residence, and she was released a short time later
without bail. In R olando’s possession during her arrest were a book on
witchcraft, a footlong safety pin wrapped with ribbons and several letters
addressed to Pitt. One letter included an apology for placing a “chant” on
him and his ex-girlfriend Gwyneth Paltrow several years ago to try and
sabotage their romance. The actor got a restraining order against Rolando
and didn’t hesitate to press criminal charges. Court papers describe a pat
tern o f behavior he calls “om inous and intrusive.” In Septem ber 1996,
Rolando left a pile o f “m enacing” letters at the acto r’s gate. And in Janu
ary 1998, lurking outside P itt’s residence at 2 a.m in a bathrobe and slip
pers, Rolando stated she had a “strong curiosity about who lives behind
the gate.” Pitt’s lawyer claims R olando’s “repeated acts o f harassment
and stalking” make her a threat to the star, and a three-year restraining
order is necessary. Rolando insists the incident was nothing more than a
mystical adventure” and Pitt should be flattered by her “crush.” (E! News
On-line)

Will Smith is really a Fairy Godmother: Will Smith made his big-

gest fan’s dream come true when he sent her a special hom em ade video
tape o f himself. On the tape Smith talks about his new m ovie Wild Wild
West. Stacy Taylor, a 28-year old victim o f H untington’s disease re
ceive the tape by request o f her nurse w ho sent her wish to the Dream
Foundation, a Santa Barbara, California-based group w ho grants wishes
for people with terminal illnesses and less than a year to live.

E-Petty: Free to the Internet wielding public, Tom Petty’s latest single
“Free Girl N ow ” is available via his w ebsite ’’Torn Petty has always been
very conscientious of his fans and their needs,” Petty spokesm an John
Diaz said in a statement. “ Now, with the advent o f the world wide web,
Petty wanted to use this m edium to thank his fans for their loyalty and
give something back with this free copy o f ‘Free Girl N ow ’.” Petty’s
album Echo, is due out in stores April 13.
Singer Dusty Springfield dead: Dusty Springfield, the 1960s Brit
ish pop star famous for her husky voice and big blonde beehive hairdo,
died at the age o f 59 of breast cancer. She had an ongoing battle with the
disease and passed away Tuesday night in her home in Henley-on-Thames,
west of London.
The “Jenny Jones” Killer denied Bail: Jonathan Schmitz was de
nied bail Tuesday by a M ichigan judge. He is currently aw aiting a new
trial for second degree murder. Schm itz shot and killed a gay adm irer
after a taping o f the Jenny Jones Show where the gay man adm itted a
crush on Schmitz.
Monica Lewinsky meets with Barbara Walters: Last night the Monica
Lewinsky interview aired on ABC. Com ing out to extend her 15 m in
utes, Lewinsky tackled such topics as the female Clintons, where she
state, “I w ouldn’t dream o f Chelsea and Mrs. Clinton to forgive me, but
I would like them to know that I am very sorry for what happened and
what they’ve been through.”
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A phenominal performance is guaranteed by the cast of
By Michael Finnerty
Asst. Arts Editor

‘They’re mad as a cut snake
with a wit just as poisonous”
That is what the advertisement poster for
the play Cosi states. And they are just that
and more. Cosi, a play by Louis Nowra,
was just performed last night and has its
second and final performance this evening
in the Studio Theatre. Performed by a group
of students from the Queensland University
of Technology Academy of the Arts, Aus
tralia, on their world tour, Cosi is a phenom
enal piece of work.
Cosi is a comedic story of a group of
mental patients that are involved in the pro
duction of a play in order to break out of
their shells and hopefully be able to be re
leased, or at least step towards a more
healthy life. However, there is much ten
sion early on when the character Roy, skil-

over the head of the director, Lewis, por
trayed by Conrad Coleby, that the show they
are going to perform is an opera by Mozart.
Right away, we can tell that this is going to
be a funny, but frustrating adventure.
One of the most interesting aspects of
the quick-witted script is the fact that the
story of Lewis, his girlfriend Ruth (Yasmin
Quemard), and his best friend Nick (Samsor
Safi) subtly parallel the actual story of
Mozart’s opera dealing with infidelity and
trust.
The entire cast has worked out every
inch of their characters to the slightest little
detail in order to make the show as believ
able as possible. And it worked. Many
times throughout the show the audience was
so enthralled in the performance that they
could forget they were sitting in a theatre.
Many problems arise throughout the play
m terms of meeting the final goal; such as
fights, fires caused by the pyromaniac Doug
(Michael Roberts), and broken friendships.
However, with the final cast consisting of a

Cosi stars (I - r): Rebecca Dale and Conrad Coleby sharing food, thoughts and comedy
temptress (Rebecca Dale), and quite a num
ber of other intriguing characters (played by
Ashley Lyons, Adam Danby; and Eileen
Camilleri), the show is completed in a phe
nomenal and brilliant fashion.
None of the atmosphere or effect is lost
due to set design, rather they are very much
enhanced. The design, created by Jamie
Maclean, is the inside of an old abandoned
theatre. Visually stimulating and intimidat
ing, one does not realize that the set is able
to be broken down for easy transportation
for the use of the tour. What appears to be
huge, unbreakable set pieces are actually
made mostly out of foam, steel poles that
collapse, and drops. The audience is led to
believe that this set is not a set at all, but
rather a true to life broken-down theatre.
No review would be complete, however,
without a large pat on the back for the di
rector, David Fenton. Cosi, his sixth pro
duction for the QUT Academy of the Arts,
has such incredible direction that not once

is there a distracting moment, and not once
is the focus placed somewhere it does not
belong. Even during the scenes when the
fuses are blown in the “theatre,” the direc
tion of each character fumbling in the dark
is not taken for granted. On the same note,
the actors never break character for any rea
son.
Every member of this cast and crew de
serves a tremendous thank you for piecing
together a show of such caliber and focus.
Every aspect of the performance blends to
gether so beautifully to create one of the
greatest outside works to grace the theatres
at MSU for quite some time. With such a
friendly cast and intriguing and powerful
script, it would be a shame to miss this in
credible work of art.
So pick up your tickets for last night of
Cosi because the show is an incredible per
formance by a stunning and spectacular cast
and crew.

Australian natvies: c a s t a n d c re w o f Louis N o w ra ’s Cosi

8mm leads viewers on an unimaginable journey
By Andrew Ruiz
Staff Writer

ic h o la s
C age
d iv e s
into the world of il
Moyie f r k
legal porn in Joel
Review / / \
Schumacher’s latest
film 8mm. From the
writer of cult thriller
Seven, 8mm is a trip into an underside of
Americana denied by all, yet known to ex
ist. The plot deals with issues that are so
taboo that the previews won’t mention the
majority of the story line. This film teams
Schumacher with the incredible writing tal
ent of Andrew Kevin Walker. Together, they
present a unique nightmare.
In 8mm, Schumacher takes us to the wall
at the edge of decency, and blows it to
pieces. The story focuses on a private de
tective Tom Wells (Cage). Hired by a
wealthy widow, Wells attempts to track
down the origin of a piece of snuff film,
pornography gruesomely detailing the mur
der of a young girl, in order to authenticate
it. This launches Wells into the world of
underground illegal pornography. His na
ivete in dealing with such filth is abated by
the arrival of Max California, portrayed by
the consistently entertaining Joaquin Phoe
nix. California, a pom clerk/struggling mu
sician who takes Wells by the hand and
shows him the true nature of depravity. To
gether they follow the illegal film to a men
tally disturbed pornographer. The story

builds to a climax as Wells pays for mis
takes in the investigation and in his moral
fiber. Here the film takes a turn for the pre
dictable, but Walker throws a curve (a la
Seven) that imprints an idea into the heads
of the viewers which doesn’t fade quickly.
The story line here, at first glance, is a
standard mystery. Only upon deep consid
eration does the true message of the film
come through. To quote Phoenix, “Dance
with the devil, the devil don’t change, the
devil changes you.” The plot is more focused
on the degradation of a happy family man
to a creature obsessed with the object of his
quest, to find the truth behind the horror. In
fact, toward the end of the film, the only
things separating the good and evil are mere
intentions.
Schumacher, recently responsible for
such horrendous films like The Client and
Batman and Robin, has salvaged a bit of his
reputation in this film. He has returned to
the integrity and grit of his older style, char
acterized best in his 1993 piece Falling
Down. His superb use of hidden imagery is
established early in the film. Keep a close
eye for an early scene with Cage working
in his front yard. It places the ideas of soli
tude and futility on the part of his character,
foreshadowing the dark, long path ahead.
A lso, m ost strikingly, is the way
Schumacher skirts the actual pornography,
saving his film from becoming a parade of
naked actresses so commonly linked to this
genre. In fact, nudity on screen is kept to a
respectable minimum, while the thought and
imagery of violent sex permeates nearly

every scene.
The only clear problem is the unfortu
nate casting of Catherine Keener as Amy
Wells. There was absolutely no on-screen
chemistry between her and Cage, and this
destracted from the film in a noticeable, al
beit minor, way. As more favorable mix
might have been.. .well, just about anyone.
Not to question Keener’s acting talents, she
shined in Your Friends and Neighbors
alongside Ben Stiller late last year.

Over all, 8mm easily holds up to its
milder forerunner, Seven. The script is im
peccable, the direction ingenious, and the
performances of Cage and Phoenix, while
not necessarily Oscar worthy, are adequate
for the film. A definite must see for anyone
interested in the genre, but not for those with
a weak constitution. If you could stomach
Walker’s earlier work, then maybe, just
maybe, you’ll walk out of 8mm unaffected.
I doubt it.

THEATREFEST
the professional
Theatre-in-Residence
at MSU presents:

1999 S T U D E N T O P E N H O U S E

,

F riday M arch 5 ,1 9 9 9 a t 2:OOpm
S tu dio Theatre
(in the Speech B uilding)
Come and gather information about our Student Auditions
and our Apprentice Program. All summer positions are
paid, priority is given to MSU students.
'

.......
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2 0 0 C ig a re tte s
By Chris Wood ______________________
Staff Writer

he movie 200 Cigarettes, written by
Shana Larsen and directed by Risa
Bramon Garcia, is composed of a
few parallel story lines tied together by a
cab driver, played by David Chappelle. The
movie follows a few New Yorkers on New
Year’s Eve 1981 to their common destina
tion which is a party thrown by Monica
(Martha Plimton). Due to the fact that most
of the characters are split up all over the city,
it isn’t until nearly the end of the film that
they all end up at the party. It’s a little odd,
but almost every time a character gets into
a cab, it has the same driver.
The different story lines usually contain
two characters in varying relationships:
friends, lovers, soon-to-be lovers, and ex
lovers. While there isn’t really a central
story line, the largest is the story between
the characters Lucy and Jack, played by
Courtney Love and Paul Rudd. Not only is
it New Year’s Eve, but it is also Jack’s birth
day. However, his girlfriend (Janeane
Garofalo) has just dumped him. Other sto
ries include a pair of Long Island teenag
ers, Val and Stephie (Christina Ricci and
Gabby Hoffman), who get lost in the city
on their way to the party. A couple named
Jack and Cindy (Jay Mohair and Kate
Hudson) are on their first date after meet
ing at a party and going home together the
night before. A pair of Jersey teens, Tom
and Dave (Casey Affleck and Guillermo
Diaz), who run into the two Long Island girls
in the city. Two best friends, Hillary and
Caitlyn, spend most of the night hunting for
dates, with one of the prospects being a bar
tender (Ben Affleck). All the characters are
en route to the New Year’s Eve party being
thrown by Monica, who is dealing with the
stress of throwing a party. Her boyfriend
Eric (Brian McCardie), meanwhile, is up
set by being dumped earlier in the evening
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smokin’

by Hillary.
The movie shows a funny, relatively re
alistic view of life at twenty-something.
The story lines, though they do not inter
mingle until the end of the movie, are tied
together by the common destination. An
other means of linking the stories together
is through the role of the cab driver, who
also helps tie up the stories with an over
view of the party’s events after all the char
acters finally arrive. The movie was quite
humorous and the relationships of the char
acters were extremely entertaining. The
movie’s humor comes from the clever dia
logue and the situations which the charac
ters are put into.
There is really no continuous plot to be
spoken of since the characters are split up
into small groups with no communication
with each other for most of the movie. Each
story line does have it’s own interesting plot,
and the audience really can connect with and
care about these people. The movie is ed
ited in such a way that just when you begin
to wonder what is happening to a certain
set of characters, the next scene containing
them is not far off. The different story lines
of the movie allow it to take a look at each
individual relationship without having over
complicated inter-character relationships.
200 Cigarettes is a charming, funny, and
relatively realistic look at modem relation
ships. True, it is set in the early eighties,
but the material explored in this movie still
applies to everyday life with the problems
still relevant to viewers. It is hard to keep
track of the names of all the characters in
each story, but even if you cannot recall a
character’s name, you can still remember
what they did and how they each fit into
their own story. Every character is varied
and distinct, allowing just about anyone to
find a part of him or herself portrayed in at
least one character of the movie. Although
the movie does have multiple stories, in the
end they all join to create a comic look at
relationships.

HYSTERICALLY FUNNY
From Start To Finish."
• Glenn Kenny, PREMIERE

A
Rollicking
C aper!"
■Andrea C. Basora, NEWSWEEK.COM

"A Whip-Smart, Deliciously Complex
Entertainment That Promises To Dazzle
Audiences! Dark, Dangerous And A
Great Deal Of Wicked Fun!"
■Kenneth turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES

"A Testosterone Dream! An Ingeniously
Crafted British Crime Caper That Hurtles
Pell-Mell Through London's Underworld."
- Graham Fullen, INTERVIEW
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EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENTS START MARCH 5TH

STUFF TO3C00BY OOOBYOOm
Thurs, /March 4

/Mon, March 8

Allman Brothers Band,
Beacon Theater, NYC

John Malino & The Swing
Society, Sardis, NYC

Cosi, Memorial Auditorium,

Withering Heights, Paper Mill
Playhouse, Milburn, NJ

MSU

Tues, March 9
Fri, March 5
Allman Brothers Band,
Beacon Theater, NYC

Gypsy Flamenco!: Antonio
El Pipa Company,
Symphony Space, NYC

Split Second, Spiral, NY, NY
Young Concert Artists,
92nd St., NYC

W ed, March 10

S a t, March 6
Y2K,Twllo, NYC
Latin American Fiesta,
Lincoln Center, Avery
Fisher Hall, NYC

Sun, March 7
But not My Name, Arlene
Grocery, NYC

Enjoy Spring Break and if
you aren’t away, go and
rent some summer surf
movies and veg out with a
pal or Ben & Jerry’s..

if there are any
exciting and worthwhile
events you know of that
would like to be placed on
this calendar, please
contact Lynette at x 5241.
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Session I
M ay 2 0 ■dme 23
Intersession
Dune 14 • duly 15
Session II dune 28 30
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The University of
North Carolina at W ilmington

11 PM START

L a b

;
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E x p lo s io n

(910) 962*3243 or 1 (800) 228*5571 • email: sum m er@ uncwil.edu
O r visit us at w w w .u n cw il.e d u /su m m sch /
A n i t o / a a in s titu tio n

10:30 PM START

T H U R S D A Y , M A R C H 11
_________________________
111 PM START
B la c k P u m p k in R e co rd s N ia h tl

FLATUS ANGEI?

factoids

10:30 PM START

F R ID A Y , M A R C H 12

US

AS AN EGG DONOR,
YOU CAN HELP A
COUPLE BE WHAT
THEY’VE ALWAYS
DREAMED OF BEING

Chaos

A FAMILY.

MsSS
T H U R S D A Y , M A R C H 18

2 s iltr a to n

11 PM START

Green

EVERY WEDNESDAY

*

•

G I R L S ’ F R E E A D M IS S IO N
50 cent Drafts, $2.00 Sol, $2.00 Jager
SUPERSONIC SOUND! SUBTERRANEAN GROOVES!

. EVERY THURSDAY •

L IV E S H O W S !
& s2.00 IMPORT PINTS
•

F R ID A Y S & SA TU RDA YS

f k e b

•

a w m m m row

$1.00 B a r Drinks & Coors Drafts Till 11:00 pm
D J Spins the S m art Dance M ix
OPEN

W EDNESDAY

- SATURDAY

THE INSTITUTE FOR
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
AND SCIENCE OFSAIOTBARNABAS

TILL

______

3 AM

D ire c tio n s fro m c a m p u s : Rt. 3 E a st to P a s s a ic A ve.
N u tle y /P a s s a ic e xit, g o rig h t off ra m p , go th re e tra ffic lig h ts &
m a k e a left, (V an H o u te n A v e .) G o to firs t tra ffic light, m a k e a
rig h t o n to B ro a d w a y . L o o p in on right.
3 7 3 BRO A D W AY P A S S A /C PARK. A/J 9 7 3 - 3 6 5 - 0 8 0 7

T h e Institute for Reproductive
Medicine and Science of Saint
Barnabas Medical Center is seeking
egg donors.
There are many infertile couples
whose only dream is to have a family.
That’s why w e’re reaching out to you —
women of all ethnic backgrounds,
between the ages of 21 and 32, who
are willing to donate eggs. You will be
carefully screened both medically and
psychologically to ensure your optimum
health. Our donation program adheres
to the highest ethical standards, and
your participation will be confidential.

After you have completed an egg
donor cycle, you will be compensated
$5,000. To qualify, you must have med
ical insurance and be able to provide
your own transportation to and from
the hospital.
Residents of N ew York can have
screening and daily monitohng tests
performed locally by a physician practice
which is associated with the Institute.

F o r m ore in fo r m a tio n
on b e in g an e g g d o n o r ,
please ca ll 1 (800) 8 2 4 -3 1 2 3 .

We’re right here when you need us.

■ ■ SAINT BARNABAS
■ ■ MEDICAL CENTER
An affiliate o f the Saint Barnabas Health Care System

OldShort Hitt. Rood

Li.taploo, NowJrt«, »7039
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Would you support
AFT professors if they decided
to go on strike in the fall?
“I would support them within good reason. If they
support us and our education, and we support them,
then we can build a better partnership.”
Latasha S. Casterlow, SGA Executive Secretary
♦

“As a future teacher, I would have to support any
movement that teachers make. But I think that there
might be a need to educate students about the issue.
We can’t go from no publicity to a strike. We need
students to speak up for the teachers.”
Erika Menanteaux, English/Secondary Education
“I think that teachers should be taken care of. The
only people who really get hurt in a strike are the stu
dents. We need to take the happy medium.”
Pat Wilkins, Commercial Recreation
“If they want me to, I’ll use my workstudy to sup
port them while on strike.”
Jhn Festante, English/Theater
“1 think that it’s about time that this country, as a
whole, starts respecting teachers as other countries do.”
Matthew Donnelly, No major given

.

“I would support the staff and faculty simply for

College Drinking:
The Happy Hour That Never Ends
T h o u g h m a n y a c a d e m ic in s t it u t io n s h a v e f o u g h t b e i n g a s s o c ia t e d w it h a n A n im a l H o use-W V s s o c i a l
e n v ir o n m e n t , c o l l e g e l i f e is s t ill o f t e n a s s o c ia t e d w it h r e c k le s s n e s s a n d e x c e s s i v e d r in k in g .
c l o s e r e x a m i n a t io n , is n o e x c e p t i o n t o th a t r u le .

M S U , upon

■

W h il e th e D e p a r tm e n t o f C a m p u s S a f e t y a n d S e c u r it y s h o w s th a t o n l y s i x a lc o h o l - r e l a t e d a r r e sts t o o k |
p la c e o n c a m p u s in 1 9 9 8 , s t u d e n t s p e r c e p t io n s o f w h a t a l c o h o l ’s p la c e o n - c a m p u s is s e e m t o b e m u c h

Question of the Week;
rv

i • i
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underage and binge drinking
are a problem on campus?

r e la t e d v io l a t i o n s , a c c o r d in g to C o n n ie S p e n c e r , t h e fo r m e r I n te r im D ir e c t o r o f R e s i d e n c e L if e . T h e n u m 
b e r s o u n d s s u r p r is in g ly lo w . W it h 2 , 1 0 0 s t u d e n ts l i v i n g o n - c a m p u s , h o w m a n y o f t h e m h a v e e n g a g e d in
s o m e o f f o r m o f d r in k in g w it h o u t th e p o w e r s - t h a t - b e e v e r k n o w in g , c r e a t in g a n i s s u e th a t i s b e y o n d th e
c o n t r o l o f c a m p u s a d m in is tr a to r s ?

Let your voice be heard!
C all 655-7616 or e-m ail
V ellucciJ@ alpha.m ontclair.edu
to respond.
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“Kids in college are always going to want to drink sooner than they can,” said Tony Mature, the Bar
Manager at Doc’s on Route 46. “They want to be part of a crowd.” Apparently, those who wish to drink
before they reach the 21 -year-old water mark will receive little resistance if they look in the right place. A
recent Montclarion investigation revealed that two local establishments, Shop Rite and Alexus Steakhouse
& Tavern, have sold and will sell alcohol to minors. Who can honestly blame the students for this, though,
when on-campus programming is in the poor state that it is?
Telling college students living on a campus without activities not to drink is like locking a hungry child
in a candy store and telling them not to eat. Of course, the argument could be made that MSU students are
given the opportunity to participate in campus activities on at least a few nights a week and simply choose
not to attend. Anyone who has happened to walk past the Rathskellar between the hours of 10 p.m. and
midnight knows that, with few exceptions, there is little worth watching. Anyone who decides to remain
on-campus past Friday after 5 p.m. knows that, with few exceptions, there is little worth doing.
When it comes to preventing drinking, it is not the job of the students to attend activities so as not to
drink, it is the responsibility of the coordinators of student programming to provide, activities that interest
students enough to consider an alternative to drinking. It is far too easy, however, to point fingers at the
poor quality of on-campus programming. This is not the sole reason for student drinking.
The Cotillion, sponsored by the Inter-Sorority Council, is an ideal example of student thoughts on
underage drinking. Many in attendance listed the open bar, which was lenient about serving to minors, as
one of the event’s saving graces. Though Jamie Drapczak, President of the Inter-Sorority Council, stated
that she didn’t “feel any responsibility for the underage drinking” at The Cotillion, many have found an
issue among student drinkers much more alarming: binge drinking.
According to a 1997 study done by Addictions Study Coordinator Dr. Eileen Sweet, 35 percent of MSU
students are binge drinkers. Though this falls below the national average of 43 percent, the issue has raised
much concern, especially in light of the recent death of Rutgers student Jason Greco. In October, Greco fell
to his death after a night of excessive drinking. How long will it be until, unpoliced and unattended to,
more students like Greco become immortalized in headlines?
What we, as a campus and, in a larger sense, a society, need to be is be more proactive than reactive. We
need to educate individuals from an early age on how to be responsible for themselves and take risks
seriously, how to make sure that they don’t fall into the same problems that many have along the way. How
many more need to fall before we stop turning a blind eye to the depth of this problem and begin debating
the solutions?
T h e M o n tc la r io n M a i l b o x P o l i c y
• All letters must be typed. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will
not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security number and phone number or email address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday,
10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to V ellucciJ@ alpha.m ontclair.edu or sent to The
Montclarion - Attn: O pinion P age Editor, M ontclair State U niversity, 113 Student C enter A nnex, U pper
M ontclair, NJ 07043.

___________________ O pin io n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______
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A Student’s Freedom of Choice:
Examining the Issue of Cigarette Sales on Campus
GA Bill #S99017, entitled “C igarette
Sales on C am pus.” This is the piece
of legislation currently before the SGA that is inves
tigating the possibility of cigarettes being sold on campus.
The final decision is not the SGA’s to make. Ultimately,
President Cole must decide, and this decision is what the
SGA is waiting for to either go ahead with the arrange
ments they’ve made should it be decided that cigarettes can
be sold on campus, or scrap their plans.
I am not a cigarette smoker. I find the habit repellent for
a myriad of reasons. It gives those who partake in it bad
breath, yellow teeth, a chronic cough, and a great possibil
ity of cancer.
There is also the fact that in our society, those who de
cide to partake in this nasty habit must, when they wish to
smoke, segregate themselves from the rest of the non-smok
ing population so that we do not suffer those health risks
that smokers subject themselves to. Very often, I see many
of my friends who smoke standing outside in front of
Dickson or Freeman Hall, subjecting themselves to the frigid
conditions that now assail us simply for the purpose of put
ting one of those sticks of fire between themselves and the
rest of the world.
Finally, there is this: Were a large portion of our popu
lation told that from now on they would have to ingest a
chemical that would slowly, over the course of their life
time, shorten that life, make living a healthy life nearly im
possible, and cause them to alienate themselves from those
who do not have to take this chemical, those people who
had to do this would be very angry indeed. Yet this anger
would be as nothing compared to the anger that would be
felt if this group of people were told that, in addition to all
of these things, they would have to pay a sizable sum of
money for the privilege of having their quality of life re
duced. This is what a large minority of the population, ap
proximately 30 percent, currently does willingly.
As a member of the Residence Life committee for the
SGA, I am the Freeman Hall representative for resident stu
dents. Recently, part of my duties as such involved me hand
ing out surveys concerning the possibility of selling ciga

S

rettes on campus to determine what the feiting all freedom. It is simply one of the pebbles, a smaller
level of approval is among the student one, but one that would enable others to be taken out more
body. The two primary questions asked if easily. The sale of cigarettes is currently banned on cam
the person filling out the survey was a pus. What’s next? Soon the day may come when a student
smoker, and if they thought cigarettes cannot have an alcoholic beverage on campus either. Wait,
that rock has already been removed.
should be sold on campus.
How many more pebbles can be taken away before we
The results were varied some what,
Jim
find
a ourselves face by boulder speeding downhill towards
but, there being a low smoking popula
DAVISON tion on the Freeman side of campus, only us? Perhaps it is time to put back a few pebbles before that
about 13.33 percent according to the sur happens.
I do not support smoking as a habit, but I do support
vey, the results were generally against the sale of cigarettes
on campus. 60 percent of those who answered the survey each person’s freedom to choose to do it, should he or she
on the Freeman side said that cigarettes should not be sold so choose. However, along with this freedom for a person
to smoke, I myself have also the freedom to decide that I
at MSU. I would have to agree.
Smoking is a horrible habit, one that causes 420,000 do not want my health to be at risk from others decisions.
deaths in the United States every year, making smoking the Because of this, smokers should be reminded of the MSU
number one cause of otherwise preventable deaths. Ideally, smoking policy, which states that MSU “prohibits the smok—
ing or carrying of lighted cigars, ciga
no one would smoke. Ideally, cigarettes —
— — ■ — —
rettes, pipes, or any matter or substance
would not be sold anywhere. Ideally, no one “ IrJe a llV C i d d r e t t e S
that contains tobacco in all indoor spaces
would partake in anything that directly conon the Montclair State campus.”
tributed to the hastening of their death.
W O U ld n o t b e SOlCI
Finally, though, I support a person’s
I am sure that those people who an- a n y w h e r e . . . b u t . . . i t i s
right to choose. It is not for me to say
swered "r°" »n 0,e survey to the question
,
c h o ic e . •
d
that cigarettes should be sold on campus.
that asked if cigarettes should be sold on
Neither
is it really President Cole’s place
campus would agree with me. That’s fine,
^
but this one thing must be remembered: It is not our choice. to say that they should be either. It should be the choice of
The one “ideal” that was left out of the above equation the vending company that supplies us with vending ma
is that of freedom that we aspire to in the United States. chines and the choice of the people who run the C-Store.
However, as circumstances have dictated through pre
Despite the fact that smoking is harmful for numerous rea
vious
abridgments of freedom, it has fallen to President Cole
sons, people have the right and the freedom to smoke should
to
remove
those abridgments and to say that cigarettes can
they so choose.
be
sold
on
campus.
Freedom is a touchy issue, one that is much like a boul
A recent letter written by Thomas A. Hutchines stated
der lying on the side of hill with a bunch of pebbles under
neath that prevent it from rolling down that hill. The pebbles that “President Cole is championing the cause of freedom.”
I cannot honestly say that I have seen any evidence of
hold the boulder, our freedom, in place, but all of the pebbles
need not be removed for the boulder to roll away. Remove this myself, but perhaps this was said in anticipation of all
a few, and the boulder is able to roll over the rest, down the of the future struggles for justice that Cole will engage in.
hill, and away forever, or until a few strong individuals find If this is the case, let her start here.
it and gradually move it back to the top of the hill.
I am not saying that by restricting cigarettes we are for

The Quality of a University: More Than Just Facilities
very step of progress the world has
made has been from scaffold to scaf
fold and from stake to stak e,”
Wendell Phillips stated in 1851.
Even though Phillips’ statement was in
a speech for women’s rights, it also applies
to M SU ’s current expansion issue in
academia as well as physical growth in terms
of new facilities like classrooms or parking
decks. As enrollment increases, classroom
space decreases, academic facilities and
residence halls become overpopulated and
more difficult to maintain, and some may
criticize that MSU does not have the means
to accommodate such change.
Despite the financial obstacles, in
creased enrollment interest and more pro
grams is a compliment. While there have
been problems with parking, roofs, hot wa
ter, and sewage, these are not grounds on
which to judge the university. Physical im
provements will occur gradually as more
students enhance cultural diversity and new
academic programs
Attending a university like MSU re
quires an outlook willing to accept and ex
pect uniqueness, and the students’ myriad
of diverse cultures plays a critical role in
fulfilling an education here. One cannot be
racist or ethnocentric and expect a satisfy
ing experience at Montclair.
While society has yet to achieve Dr.
King’s vision of perfect harmony, our di
verse campus creates awareness of various
cultures. For example, students come from
urban and rural settings, and suburbs and
small towns. Different regions and races
on a campus invite a “melting pot” of cul
tural traits, such as music, fashion, dialects.

E

world view, and customs.
If a potential freshman
toured the campus and
judged it only by the un
sightly construction of
Richardson Hall annex, he
Christine or she would be turning
down an opportunity to
ZIELINSKI expose themselves to an
even mix of educational
and rewarding experiences.
Because of the reasonable tuition, eco
nomic and social variation characterizes the
student body. For instance, it is just as easy
to find regular New Jersey Transit users as
it is to see expensive convertibles. There
are other “middle class kids with whom
most of us are familiar-the kids who gripe
because that don’t have all the toys, clothes,
and things their friends have,” according to
James L. Close’s description in his book,
N o One to Call M e Home. Many MSU stu
dents may fit this description while many
others scoff at it.
Not only is the student body intriguing,
but Montclair’s academic programs offer a
firm liberal arts curriculum as well as new
programs. For instance, the General Edu
cation Requirements guarantee that every
graduate will have knowledge in every
school, from human ecology to social sci
ence. Some may disagree with the number
of GERs, but they ensure a holistic view of
the world and different occupations, as op
posed to a technological school, in which
one interest is refined.
While technological school would pre
pare students for a job, Montclair’s assorted
requirements foster global appreciation.

This attainment of such a wide range of
knowledge has no affect on the appearance
of the buildings or parking.
There are other noted accomplishments
MSU has made to expand
academia, like the new Jus
tice studies major, the Doc
toral program in Pedagogy,
and the two joint degree
programs with the Univer
sity of Medicine and Den
tistry of New Jersey.
MSU clearly has promising possibilities.
The school is growing and strengthening
with a rich cultural atmosphere, a well-

rounded curriculum, and new programs.
The fact that MSU’s facilities arc aging
and becoming intolerable to the expansion.
In reality, the quality of what we learn from
classes and from fellow
classmates is what cre
ates a good university,
not the facilities. As
W endell said in his
speech for w om en’s
rights, good things are
built up in time. Let
Montclair State University, like the world,
take its turn with scaffolds and stakes.

“MSU clearly
has prom ising
possibilities.
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Join Your Fellow
Computer Haters -

mu Mcx/ r
T h e O K B o y frie n d
By Vanessa Bcnfatto___________________
She must not have luck with men. / don't know,
I just work here.

OK, so drool always oozed down his
mouth when he napped. OK, so he never
bathed. OK, so we never went out except
to nearby fast food joints that would give
me severe stomach turmoil. And I would
pay for the meals-it is the ‘90s. OK, so we
usually stayed at his shack to watch Mar
ried With Children or a football game. He
would always try to be Rico-Suave with me
while watching TV, and munching onion
potato chips with his mouth open as he
scratched and shifted certain parts of his
anatomy. He was no charmer, but I had
grown attached to him, rather like an old
pair of socks with huge gaping holes in them
that you can’t seem to get rid of - even
though they have dirt stains and smell like
locker room memories.
He loved to wear nasty little shirts
that had degrading terms on them. Unfor
tunately (and here is where my feminist side
comes into play), they had rather detailed
pictures of scantily clad women. Hey, I
could deal with all
that! I kept telling
myself it was OK.
I mean what do a
few
hygienic
problem s
and
m atters of taste
have to do with
anything? As long
as he cares, right?
H
e
didn’t work. He
lived off his par
ents. He was still
young at thirty.
He was sm art,
though; I would
visit him and find
him
reading
Sports Illustrated and 7V Guide. I mean, at
least he read something. I decided to ig
nore the fact that he read/ogled Playboy and
Penthouse magazines, since that doesn’t re
ally count for reading. I mean I didn’t take
it as him being dissatisfied with me. Some
people are never content!
I could take all of this for a year. I
could take the belching and farting after
special moments and tasteful occasions. He
used to eat with his face.in the food, almost
inhaling it like a cave man. We all get hun
gry. One time, however, I came over his
house to find him with a fluff of a girl named
Racey. A rather voluptuous female with
genuine anatomical parts, and cotton wool
for brains and wit. The only thing she was
“racy” at was extracting herself from sticky
situations. I skipped through the door, and
there he was on top of the dining room table,
kissing her. That wasn’t all that he was on
top of!
An angry hiss sprayed forth from
my lips. Immediately, they jack knifed into
a sitting position. Upright and alert as a
soldier, Moron-Ron came to the rescue. “I
was helping her rehearse for the play she’s
in!” he thought of rather quickly, consider
ing he was a bit slow. Almost dimwitted.
“What is she playing,” I screeched
sarcastically, “the town vamp?” They both
looked at me blankly. Obviously, they
weren’t well versed on the finer dialects of
our early century, especially the twenties.
Before the crash. Something was going to
crash all right. “A slut!” I explained impa
tiently. A slow look of realization, dawned
on their faces.
As Racey refastened her bra, Ron
explained to me that it was all a big mis

take. OK, they were rehearsing after all. I
wasn’t completely stupid, and I was begin
ning to realize how completely pathetic I
must be to stay with this creep. “I’d like to
see the play you’re in,” I said casually to
her as she headed for the door. “Where is it
playing and what did you say it was called
again?”
Casting a wild look over her shoul
der she licked her lips nervously. “Interro
gators!” Not bad I thought, for a (expletive
deleted). “I don’t remember any details right
now. I’d love for you to see it! You can get
the details from Ron. Bye!” And with one
swing of her rear end that-could-blanketour-entire-continent, she was out the door.
I looked rather wistfully after her.
For a cotton fluff, she wasn’t so slow after
all. Sighing, I turned to Ron, but he was
already engrossed in a repeat episode of
Wrestle Mania. Why couldn’t he watch real
wrestling? I guess I couldn’t hold a candle
to his wrestling. No, I just wasn’t “racy”
enough, I thought bitterly. After the Racey
Incident, however, I was on my guard.
The following weekend, he actu
ally decided to “help” me do spring-clean
ing. In the pro
cess of “helping”
me (all he did was
sit on his fat car
cass and stuff his
unshaven and
scarred face with
various choles
terol products
made of things
that could last
through another
ice age), he actu
ally asked me if I
wanted him to
take some gar
bage out o f my
room. I smiled,
uncomprehendingly. He never offered help! He must
be incredibly guilty, I thought. I came back
to my room a few moments after having
fixed him a sandwich to find the important
papers on my desk, the stack of my papers
that I was hoping to have published gone! I
started to panic. “Breathe,” I commanded
myself. “He can’t possibly be that careless
and stupid.”
I began to break out in a cold sweat
as I searched for my precious stories and
poems that I had worked on for three years.
“Honey,” I croaked. I found him, sitting legs
wide open, armpits exposed, watching the
“idiot box.” Looking at his Sonic the
Hedgehog hair, I took another breath and
oh-so-calmly asked him if he had by some
chance seen some papers on my desk. With
a shrug in his voice, he said he threw them
in the garbage can. He didn’t even recycle
them! Jerk!
I ran outside with demons in my
line of vision. The garbage truck was driv
ing away. I ran after it as if demons from
hell were on my heels. Three years of re
search! Blindly, I groped for a hold of the
side handle of the garbage truck, as the gar
bage man swung me up as if it were a carni
val ride. I immediately leaped and dived
into the foul smelling pileage. Yes! The
idiot had put it in a recognizable bag! I
didn’t have to look far. I hugged my papers
of beloved stories and poems to my heart,
kissing them as the garbage driver yelled
various obscenities until finally throwing me
from the vehicle of waste.
Then it hit me. This was perhaps
not such a healthy relationship. Maybe
breaking up was a good idea....
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LUDDITES!
“We here at the MSU
chapter o f the Luddites do not hate
ALL technology. We love VCRs
and m icrowave ovens, but
computers are evil. We believe
that they are the handiwork o f
Satan and will stop at nothing to
destroy his foul presence.”
- Another Satisfied Luddite
The Luddites meet everyt
Thursday night in a secret
location with the sole
purpose of annihilating the
world’s computer supply.
To find out more, contact
their president, Chris
Finegan, seen swinging
away in these pictures.

All you need to join up are a baseball bat, a frying pan, or anything
else that can repeatedly smash those bastards to bits, and a desire to
break stuff. Before you know it, computers will be everywhere.

me wood nee>sp€Opl€uce you.
me wood n£®s umres.

The Luddites are a Class One Organization of the SGA. Don't make us come over t h e r e . ______________

The Horoscope Never Lies
(Feb. 19 to % 20): Tobr pleo is
simple - lie io the boshes and wait for the
mailmao. When tic appears, YOU 3T R IK H $ite
him ¡i) the bdtt aod Steal his letters, jftred then)
With godr teeth aod growl at onlookers.
A R O ( % 21 to 7^_pn 19): 'Kod get a tattoo
of a hickeg on godr neck. 'lod wear it proodlg
as goo strot past others who point and giggle.
Theg onlg Wish theg Were as cool as god.

rmm

20 to flag 2°)>
is woodcrfollg rosg and fdzzg like a cross
between a delicate flower end a grizzlg been
When a bee pollinates god, follow it beck to the
hive. This means more honeg! Tag!
GOUfltt (Mag 21 to Jon. 21): While exiting the
shower, god ere sdrprised bg an idjot With a
{blaroid. Oblriodslg god’Vc been caoght and
there’s not mdeh god can do. Dest to moon the
camera and preserl/e godr dignitg.
0 $C Q l.(J < n > - 22 t0 J«1- 22): Qocer goes on
a road trip. Of all the loVelg places to Visit,
god end dp in .Delaware. Tod make a Vow never
to retdrn. Mao. does J)elawere sock!
[X o (Jill. 23 to P(dg 22): (co discovers [oVc
^tion Ho. 9 while attempting to make macaroni
and cheese. jW aring godrsclf with VelVecta
makes god irresistible and god score with mdltiple
partners. One thing thoogh - goo attract small
dogs, too. Dot god don’t cere. Too scored!
VIRgO (ftog 2 3 to j!>ep. 22): Virgo is the
center of attention. While in class,- the rhgthm
gets into godr bones and god can’t help bot get
jiggg wit it. > shake it, bot don’t break it!
li$RflL($ep. 2 3 to Oct. 22): libra deserves a
gpod Week, \fter trading in godr jdnkg cat god

3 (D R £I0 (Oct. 2 3 to Noli 21): We here at
■Horoscope (jptral do not feel that Jkorpio is
Worth odr time this Week. We look at god and
one word comes to mind - opchock. Degooe!
Dot IcaVe mooeg, lest We boot god in the ass.

m ru m

(Nov 22 t o j k 21): B e

advantage of Charlton Heston’s generositg The
Ni&is mailing free gons to all who will not
‘JShoot 00 one Who don’t deserve it." Tod get a
pellet gon. jftoot godr Dcaoie Dabies.
QT£RIQRN (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19): Capricorn is
a friend to the environment. Fill Dlaotoo hell
with thoosaods of tropical plants and have it
declared a Wildlife refoge. Then fill it With live
mookegs and stoff.
ADU^RJjj3 (Jan. 2 0 to ft. 18): Tobr blood is
discovered to be the core for cancel: One drop
heels 3Q 000 people. 3 d l godr blood for UI
billion a pint and realize that goo have done the
world a favor

h u NcxJ'R“
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ACROSS
1 Seasons
food,
perhaps
6 Ladder round
10 Lam b or pork
follower
14 W edgeshaped
lev ele rs
19 Attu native
20 Hodgepodge
21 Assistant
2 2 City on the
Po
23 *Hlgh N oon,'
(or one
24 Not in sync
26 Anoint, once
2 7 '— Touch of
Venus'
28 Dogs and
cats
30 Caesar's 551
31 Peasant of
India
33 Society-page
word
34 Mexican
blankets
36 Tooth: comb.
form
38 Cast-Iron
frying pans
4 0 Lagal
retainer
41 Paint the
town red
43 Old French

coin

44 The under
world, to the
Greeks
47 Gluts
48 Highland
1

o

r

c

6

s

s w o r

Jim Morrison
headgear
60 Sorna Ashes 8 7 Influence or
special
build them
8 4 Culture
advantage
8 0 Tasty
medium
9 0 FootIk e organ
88 Blanched
01 Rural
66 Pueblo
Indians
structures
9 2 Assayer's cup
68 Anagram of
post
9 3 New D eal org.
9 6 Squelches
89 Author
Yutang
9 7 The heart
9 8 Fagln's
60 Swiss
m athem ati
creator
cian
102 W alts
through slush
61 Lowest or
nearest point 103 County In
63 Slender Anlal
Ireland
64 W ay of
107 Certain period
marching
108 RBI or ERA
66 Straightedge 110 Bachelor's
67 Start to
last words
111 W ide, deep
participate
69 Follow
chasm
Im m ediately 112 Rubber tree
70 Entertained 113 Ninth day
at dinner
before 83
71 Actor
Across
Terence
115 StHf-legged
marching
72 Part of the
style
foot
74 P ralne
116 Leave out
Ingredient
120 Sleep
disturber
78 Dancers or
horses
121 Greenland
78 Lab animal
bau
78 Contributes 122 Ireland
81 Freshet
123 Stair pan
82 U v a and Let 124 Rude oglers
— ' (movie) 128 — precedent
128 Hoover and
83 Caesar's
Aswan
fatal date
127 Prophets
88 Saltpeter
DOWN
8 8 Rock group
1 G reek Island
headed by

T ~ T — l—

2 ■Home— ''
(movie)
3 M eans to an
end
4 Parson bird
6 G reat plains
ol Europe
and Asia
6 Alex Haley
opus
7 Eskimo
knives
8 — -picker
(overly fussy
person)
9 Praise
worthy act
lO G am M ng
house
11 Broadway
success
12 Germ an river
13 English
diarist
14 W ord with
house or
wagon
15 Vandal
16 “Goodnight*
girl
17 Certain
runner
18 Dirks
28 Broadway
turkeys
29 Shoe width
32 Goddess of
harvests
38 The South
west wind
38 W easel's
cousin
37 Instructed
38 Club fees
41 Dried orchid

tubers
4 2 Hoglika
animal
4 4 Monty or
Arsenio
4 6 Exchange
premium
4 6 G Issade. for
one
4 7 Corned
4 9 Russian
plane
81 Accelerated
8 2 Pith helmet
S3 Rotate freely
5 5 Victim ize
5 6 Hayes of the
theater
5 7 Six-line
stanzas
6 0 Ancient
chariot
61 High, cold
Andes
plateaus
6 2 Public
warehouse
6 5 Chess PC.
6 6 Kitchen
gadget
68 Eugenie, for
short
70 Hates
71 Plays the
lead
7 2 Murdoch of
Action
7 3 Nothing, In
Seville
7 4 Party
delicacies
7 8 Golf dub
76 Irritate
77 O rder to a
broker

tft
53"
21
■
35

sar

98

JÖ7
iiâ

a

100

■
114

120
154

Critic’s
Bambi
II: Thumper’s
4
Revenge - The long-awaited

The Misadventures of
Brock McGarner - While flying a

sequel to the timeless, heartfelt
Disney classic continues the
adventures o f life in the forest.
W hen an unfriendly developer
plans to open a strip mall,
Thum per com piles an arsenal that
would m ake Ram bo proud.
Com ing soon - Cinderella II:

kite, Brock is captured by an evil
witch and turned into a butter
chum. After spewing out several
pints, the witch turns him back to
normal. Not worth $8, but it’s a
load o f laughs when nursing a
hangover.
Tom & Jerry - This liveaction version of everyone’s
favorite cat and mouse team is
sure to have audiences rolling in
the aisles. Watch Tom get
levelled with an anvil, an ironing
board, and a frying pan. Jerry
gets his little paws on dynamite,
and the results are explosive! A
sure fire hit! (No animals were
harm ed in the making o f this
movie.)

Just Wait Till Midnight!
The Muppets Take
Omaha Beach - Kerm it, M iss
Piggy, Fozzie Bear, G onzo, and
the gang present their take on DDay. Full o f lovable songs, lavish
dance productions, and various
m uppet body parts flung about the
sand. Kids learn history and have
a good time! Fun for all ages
from conception to burial.________
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Savet/
QyTheShi.. What«
In Store For Them?

90 Pinch
81 Choir plums
84 Laundry
basin
86 Having a
certain
tendency
67 Unmixed
69 W ears formal
attire
91 Fine porce
lain
92 Meets for
discussion
94 Hill-builder
96 First name of
Otis, the
elevator man
97 Mountain
pass
98 Slow to
understand
99 Method of
sarcastic
expression
100 Narrow. 6ght
boat
101 W ise ones
103 Deceives by
trickery
104 Pretense
108 Tree of the
birch family
106 Sly, sidelong
glances
108 C any
111 Mteroscopic
organism
114 M akes
mistake
116 Morsel for
Dobbin
117 Juan's aunt
119 G o* ball's
position

r ~
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B y C h ris Finegan
He must be psychic. He writes horoscopes.

We all remember the cheesy show from
our formative years that went by the dubi
ous title of Saved by the Bell. It was the
story of the carefree existence of Zack and
Kelly, Slater and Jessie, Screech, Lisa, Mr.
Belding and that guy from the restaurant.
Their lives were peppered by beautiful
people, good grades despite slacking,
wholesome teenage good times (without
alcohol), and problems such as “Oh, no!
The Big Dance is tomorrow and I haven’t
a thing to wear!” In short, it made Beverly
Hills, 90210 look like Masterpiece Theater,
which is quite an accomplishment when
you think about it.
Every episode
was the same. Zack
would come up with
a zany scheme to get
Kelly away from
Slater. Slater would
call Zack “Preppie”
and Kelly would be very disappointed in
Zack. Screech would hit on Lisa and get
shot down every single time. Jessie would
try to heal the situation and inadvertently
give Zack an idea for an even ZANIER
scheme. Zack would get caught by Mr.
Belding and get detention. And everyone
would be happy in the end.
My reaction? “What the hell? Did your
life ever seem remotely like this?” Of
course not. That was why I was jumping
for joy when the damn thing went off the
air. But I wanted to gaze into my crystal
ball, just to see how life would treat them.
Besides, I had loads of time to waste and
nothing better to do.
Zack: Well,
Zack was able to
talk his way out of
any
situation,
w asn’t he? The
charm , the cha
rism a, the over
abundance of idiots
who believed and
trusted him with
their life savings over and over again. He
always got what he wanted, and no matter
how many times he got caught, the next
time you saw him, he was fine and hadn’t
skipped a beat. After bluffing his way
through college, Zack will land a job as a
spin doctor at The White House. Seems
Bill really needs a man with Zack’s talents.
He will one day to follow in Mr. Clinton’s
footsteps because the American public is
just stupid enough to believe him. There
will be a difference between Zack and
Willie: You can bet a box of Cuban cigars
that Zack won’t be linked to anyone with
brains enough to testify.
Slater: You’ll be
surprised to learn that
Slater ends up playing
professional football in
the NFL. However, he
does end up playing for
the Dallas Cowboys.
They win lots and lots
of games, but changes
in the American legal
system have disastrous
results. Slater, Michael Irvin, and Deion
Sanders are convicted after they blow up a
bus full of nuns in a cocaine-crazed attack.
Their “W e-Can’t-Go-To-Jail-W e-PlaySports” defense does not work this time
around. This being Texas, they are sen
tenced to be “tied to a big ole ant hill and
smeared with honey.”
Screech: No matter what he does, no
matter how hard he tries, and no matter
what comes along, Screech is NEVER going to leave that damn school. Gilligan

never got off
the Island.
Jerry never

stopped
whining. And
Screech is
never going
to leave that
school. He is now a teacher, if you can
believe that. When Mr. Belding retires,
he’ll be principle until he dies in a horrible
pencil sharpening accident. His body will
be cremated and his ashes sprinkled into
the football field. Just you wait until the
50 year reunion rolls around.
We’ll see who’s laughing
then!
Lisa: Lisa Turtle and
Screech were more or less
the “Roadrunner/Coyote” in
the series. Poor Screech,
who had the social grace of
an elephant in a tutu, was constantly on the
receiving end of Ms. Turtle’s harsh disre
gard. You would have thought that just
once, to get him to shut the hell up, she
would get off her high-and-mighty patootie
and go out with the poor schmuck. But
no. So fate will not be kind to Lisa Turtle.
She will dis too many guys and end up old
and wrinkly, begging Screech for a date.
But Screech will say, “No, for my true love
is Bayside High School. Now hit the road,
you heartless bitch.”
Kelly: After jug
gling a career of both
NFL C heerleader
a r!
and Head of Mathem atics at CamJFjff
bridge University,
Iv W
Kelly Capowski will
movc to suburbia and
live in a dream house
with a white picket fence and a two-car ga
rage. She will buy a pink convertible Cor
vette and marry a blond man named Ken.
She will go shopping every day, then race
home to keep the house spotless until one
day when everything comes crashing
down. In a state of severe delusion brought
on by excessive hair spray fumes, Kelly
will shoot up a W hite Castle with a
submachine gun before a shotgun-wield
ing police officer blows her head off. The
ideal California existence had to end some
way or another...
Je ssie : Jessie
Spano was hell-bent on
making something of
herself. She sticks to
her guns and kicks lots
of ass everywhere she
goes. She strikes a
blow for women every
where as a tough com
petitor and a worthy adversary. She retires
a most successful person, having never
compromised her morality or integrity.
(Editor’s note: I just think it’sfunny how
Elizabeth Berkley went straight from Saved
by the Bell to Showgirls. I f Jessie knew
her future was like that, l bet she’d honk.)
M r. Belding: 30
years in the future, Mr.
Belding will still think
he is cool and with it.
H e’ll be out there on
rollerblades trying to
look like one of the guys
only h e’ll have silver
hair and a walker. Good
God.
So there you have it.
It may not be what you expected, but it’s
the truth. I SWEAR! What you think I’m
joking? All right, wise guy. If I’m making
any of this up, may God strike me dead
right now...ARRRGGH!
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( HOW DO WE ^
KNOW WHICHJ
PLANETS p
ARE IAORE
OENSE?
I

. . . AND COE KNOW
fAASS CREATES GRAVITY|
BECAUSE DENSE
PLANETS HAVE |
IAORE GRAVITY.,

I^ P

they

]

HAVE
IAORE l
GRAVITY.

THAT'S
CIRCULAR.
REASON
IN G -

I PREFER
TO THINK OF
r r AS HAVING
NO LOOSE
\ ENDS.

n?7
e2 T
2L

IT OOESN’T IAATTER.
T'lA TOLD THEY'RE
FRO (A AUSTRIA AND
THEY ONLY UNDER
STAND THEIR OWN
LANGUAGE.

PREPARE A PRESEN
TATION FOR OUR
FOREIGN VISITORS.

'

i, r moJ! P'Ck. "N
iMPoa.TAf>r.'

J

A ftE

IT'S ABOUT A GUY
WHO SHOWS A
CARTOON BEFORE
GIVING A BORING
PRESENTATION.

'

BUT IT DOESN'T
WORK BECAUSE
THE CARTOON HAS
NO PUNCHLINE.

Vf------------------

r

w o r d f i n d
HOW 0 0 I GET
THE QOP.EOOA
OOT OF IAT HEM)?! I

THIS CONCLUDES (AY
PRESENTATION.
ARE THERE ANY
QUESTIONS? I--------

T H E C U T T IN G
EDGE
^

.............^

.... ..............- ■ —

THE FUNNY THING
IS THAT T U LIST
THIS ON /AY ANNUAL^
ACCO/APLISHfAENTS.
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I BELIEVE GOD
CREATED THE EARTH
BECAUSE HE HATES
^PEOPLE. J-----

.
1

AND I BELIEVE
COFFEE TASTES
BETTER IF YOU
STIR IT WITH
TOUR FINGER.
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Battle-ax
Blade
Chisel
Cleaver

Cutlass
Dagger
Foil
Guillotine

Hatchet
Knife
Lance
Machete

Rapier
Shiv
Sword

□ □ lio n □ □ □ s s a n s
s a n a s
□ a s c ia H a n n a n u s u m a n a
□ B a a s a m a n só n o s s a s u s
s a s
a s a s
B an
□ s a s s s s
n a n a a o s n a s a o
o a ssn m o
□ □ □ ss s u a s s u n a
a so o o

ciana
□ss
snra
□□□a bsusb ansas bobs

a a a sm a sa s s a n n s s
O B a a sa ss a m a sa s a
□ aam o
a a s a s s
s s o s a
b u si
□□a a a a a a s s sa n a i

O

anasa aaa

nass anusa Basas
SQsaa uss onano b
aaa sasusaa qbu
anaasas saass omasos
sas sasa a s a amas ma
amass maasssasa sanas
sanas sasa snas añosa
□asas saos asas sosas

IT SOUNDS LIKE A
LONELY RELIGION.
THEY ALL
START
THAT WAY.

vn
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C la ssifie d s
• H up W anted •
Part time- Health food store. Flexible
hours: Possible summer job also,
knowledge of nutrition helpful.
Cranford (Exit 137 GSP) (908) 7090247
FT/PT teacher assistants at Child
Care Center in Whippany. Health,
Pension, other benefits. Will work
around college schedule. Call Linda
(973) 515-3654.___________________

Sitter wanted in Upper Montclair for 2
great kids ages 8 and 4. Mon-Thurs
3:15-5:45. $100 or room and board.
Weekend availablility a plus. Possible
summer job. Drivers license. Nonsmoker. Call Debby 509-9596.
Evenings/Weekends.__________

Photo Lab/Retail Store Looking for
part time help. Will train. Apply in
person Magicolor Photo, 227 Bellevue
Ave. Upper Montclair Ave., Upper
Montclair, NJ
CAMP ASSISTANTS - JULY AND-------AUGUST. Theatre, art, Education
Majors: Challenging, intensive theatre
camp seeks creative, responsible,
mature individuals. Build resume;
work in articstic environment. Must
work very well with childrenn. Leave
phone and time to call at 201-9357404.
Summer ‘99 Day Camp Counselors
wanted. Group counselors, WSI,
activity instructors. Mid June thru mid
August. Watchung area (Somerset
County) 888-580-CAM P____________

• C hild C arl W anted •
Awesome babysitter needed for
awesome 8 1/2 year old girl in
Montclair. Awesome small dog and
cat included. Hours flexible and as
per needed. References required.
Call Cindy (973)884-1700x268
P/T Babysitting. One morning per
week, prefer Weds, or Thurs., plus
occasional Saturday evenings. Great
pay, absolutely no housekeeping.
Local - in noth end of Glen Ridge.
Interested?
CallI. iRandi 509-9816
...
.. ............ -___
Seeking mature, responsible, loving
person to care for tow-year old in my
Wayne home. 30 hours week (days
and time flexible) Competitive salary.
Call Mrs. Walter (973) 872-9155 after
5 p.m._____________________________
BAB75ITTERAA/ANTED: Do you love
kids? Hlep with my 3 and I’ll work
around your schedule. Early
education major preferred, must be N/
S, neat and responsible. Call Julia
239-7073.
Child care needed - Livingston,
Monday-Friday, Full or part time. Live
in or live out. 8 and 11 year old
children. Good salary, references
required, call after 6pm (973)895-4958

on all your
favorite stuff!

BABYSITTER: Reliable, energetic
caregiver needed for 2 boys ages 4 &
6. Hours: M, T, Th 11:30a.m. - 6p.m.
and one evening. Ideal for grad
student. Convenient loc. near Univ.
Non-smoker, driver w/car references.
Hurry! Call 746-3463.

Waitstaff Wanted. 7am-4pm. Close to
campus. Original Pnacake house.
Will train. Apply in person. 817
Bloomfield Ave. West Caldwell.______
Models. Women 18 yrs. and older of
different races for outdoor photo
project. Tasteful nudity. Pay or will
exchange pictures. No experience
neccessary. (972)365-4054, Reliable
only.
___________________________

Great
Prices
Check Out Our
Communications Center!
•Free Emai *Ftm Ww Buicfeng
•Prepaid Phone Cardi •Retrieve tmal
•Free Internet Access

■ A » » « - « and" "

ä S Ä S jS -

C om puter Stuff

Compaq
Presano 1 25 5 K 6-2
• 3 3 3 MHz AM D K 6 -3 w / 3 0 N o w
•1 2 .1 " HPA D itp lo y
•3 6 K V.90 Modmm / 2 4 X CD
• 3 2 Mmg RAM / 4GB H a rd D riva

*1,499°°.

• Services*
Feeling anxious, stressed, dressed?
Problems in you relationship?
Overeating, drinking, or drugging?
Psychotherapy with a skilled, caring
professional can help. Call Melinda
Morton Illingworth, LCSW at 5097398. Sliding scale, insurance
accepted.________________________

EV ER Y
D A Y!
A l O ther Books
a t GREAT Prices!

Billboard ¿ 0 0 7
TOP 40

coma

DISCS

EVERY
D A Y!

AM O ther CDs
a t GREAT Prices!

Tired of typing? Confused about
grammar? Word Processing. Editing,
Desktop Publishing, Resumes.
Experience in working with ESL
students. Reasonable, Efficient, and
Accurate. Call Linda - (973) 5711850.

ft

Fi?ness Glide
• Sturdy steel fn
• Upper and lev
body worlcout.
• Non impact <

Jt

r n n NUT
i l l t lNnilnIN
l nl n| |
AVI

5139”-~ s109”
Electronics

Shop Consciously. Visit Hemp
Emporium at Bargain Hunters Market.
350 Route 46 E, Rockaway NJ.
Clothing, Body Care, Accessories.
(973) 762-1594. Thur & Fri 5pm-8pm, Sat 10-8pm, Sun 10-5__________

Aiwa*AV-D30

JBL-HLS820

Receiver

Floor Speakers

w/Dolby Pio logic

•AVO30

• 70 watts X
3+35 watts

• 40H z-20kH z frequency
response

ffijgooTSSr"«"»*150-»0
$149«

*299«

1
1 11
sp

* TRAVEL*

Drts N utrition

_

9c« ®

rAM dc

Îiiôoï0’1.................$23.99

C R U IS E SH IP E M P L O Y M E N T ----------Workers earn up to $2,000+/month (w/
tips & benefits). World Travel! LandTour jobs up to $5,000 - $7,000/
summer. Ask us how! 516-336-4235
Ext.C50963

com
at

ttn re s o

is.srir.......$26.35

'

SPRING BREAK
• For Rent*
Room for rent in Glen Ridge for a
nonsmoking female student. $350/
month. (973) 743-1230.
FEMALE ONLY, furnished across from
MSU. Single room for $390; Double
for $275 each. Short term, summer or
school year. Fall ‘99/ Call for info.
(973) 778-1504___________________

MATCH POINT

c a n c u w c ia m a ic a » p ah am as
599
</S9
599
*

A

Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

$

A Public Service of the USDA Forest
Service and Your Stale Forester

Ëî!

R e s id e n tia l
C o u n s e lo r s

/

, Full and part time direct care posi1 tions available working with men[ tal health and developmental^
V disabled individuals in residential
) [ settings. Great opportunity for col| lege students to gain professional
f experience in a human services
w
1 setting. Positions available in the
I
1 Little Falls area. Please send your
1 / 1 resume to:
pf
L
S E R V B eh avioral
1
H ealth System , Inc.
k
3 8 0 S cotch Rd.
• % [
W. Trenton, N J 08628
• | A ttn : H u m an R esou rces
y ^
Equal Opportunity Employer
i

For only $10 you can reach out to
the 13,000 students of Montclair
State University. Call The
eptartment

red
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H a w k Sp o r t s

Athletes of the Week
Male Athletes of the Week:
Michael Apa
Male Swimmer
Sophomore
5-10
Harrington Park Old Tappan HS
Sophomore swimmer Michael Apa
broke the school record in the 200 yard
breaststroke at the Metropolitan Swimming
and Diving Championships this past week.
He placed sixth with a time of 2:13:50.
Steve Deckert
Senior
Newton

Male Swimmer
6-1
Sussex Technical

Steve Deckert was given the Joe Stetz
Award for the conference as the most valu
able senior swimmer at this past week’s
MET championships.

Chris DeBari
Junior
Pt. Pleasant

Male Swimmer
5-10
Monsignor Donavan

Junior swimmer Chris DeBari broke the
school record in the 200 yard individual
medley at the Metropolitan Swimming and
Diving Championships this past week.
DeBari missed making the NCAA cut by
0:0:18 with a time of 1:57:37 placing sec
ond in his event.

Female Athlete o f the Week:
Janice Brenner
Track
Track athlete Janice Brenner was named
the Outstanding Female Student-Athlete by
the conference.

MSU Rugby opens with loss
to Columbia, 13-5
By Danny Marain
Special to The Montclarion

With horrid weather conditions, the
men’s rugby team fell short this past Sun
day in the first game of the spring season.
Columbia outmatched the Revelers with its
quick passes and strong maneuvers off its
rucks. With the muddy ground conditions,
the MSU team created numerous turnovers
from the Lions’ sloppy ball handling. The
first half saw a 22 meter field goal and a 30 Lions lead.
In the second half, Coach Dan Marain

changed the game plan to use the strength
of the forwards to carry the ball down the
field. With a blocked kick and quick steps,
senior captain Cavan Londergan marched
the Revelers downfield in route to their first
try at the 15:42 mark. The Lions were able
to capitalize on a tired wing and scored with
eight minutes to go in the game. A late surge
by lock John Mendez was stopped at the 35
meter line and the hopes of a come-back for
the Revelers was gone.
If interested in taking part of the MSU
Men’s or Women’s Rugby action, contact
Campus Recreation at X7443. There are
many starting positions open for the team.
Beginners are welcome.

MSU SPORTS INFO RM ATIO N

S enior S w im m er S teve D eckert (N ew ton) w as the w inner o f the M o st Valuable sw im m er
a t this p a s t w eek’s M E T C ham pionships. ■

Intramural Basketball

By Ed Flannery____________________ _

Team Name

Record

The Swarm
ONN
Feel Deeze
Fast Break
Syntschaholics
Pirate Eyes
Theta Xi Underdawgs
Social Drinkers
Team Undecided
Blanton Bearcats
OTD
Underdogs
Pi Kappa Alpha
Delta Chi

5-0
5-0
4-1
3-1
3-1
3-2
~ ~
2-3
2-3
2-3
1-4
1-4
0-5
0-5

Last Week’s Results
Thursday, February 25
Fast Break over Underdogs
ONN by forfeit over Feel Deeze

Sunday, February 28
Pirate Eyes over Social Drinkers
Bearcats over OTD

Monday, March 1
The Swarm over Underdogs
Feel Deeze over Pirate Eyes
Theta Xi over Pi Kappa Alpha

Tuesday, March 2
Fast Break over Delta Chi
Synthaholics over Bearcats
ONN over Undecided

Staff Writer

Costly technical fouls ended a
potentially great game early as Feel Deeze
was disqualified against ONN last
Thursday. With the score knotted at 7-7,
foul language from the bench caused the
game to end abruptly. This will only make
for a more interesting match-up if these two
titans meet in the play-offs. With the win,
ONN improved their record to 5-0
In other action, The Swarm also
remained undefeated with a pair of victories,
upping their record to 5-0.

Wednesday, March 3
Theta Xi by forfeit over OTD
Drinkers over Pi Kappa Alpha
ONN over Bearcats

A Look Ahead
Thursday, March 4
Delta Chi vs ONN, 8:15
Feel Deeze vs PiKappaAlpha, 9:15
Underdogs vs Bearcats, 10:15

Monday, March 15
Undecided vs Pirate Eyes, 9:15
Syntschaholics vs Theta Xi, 10:15
OYD vs Social Drinkers, 11:15

If y o u
t a l k
y o u r

d o n ’t

w ith
k id s

a b o u t
w h o

se x ,

w i l l r

Be sure t<* start an
hone st . open
dialogue u il-h them
at an early age.
C all lor a tree booklet
that can help you
discuss all kinds ol
tough issues like sex.
\i I)S and \ iolcnce.

Tuesday, March 16
The Swarm vs Fast Break, 8:15
Delta Chi vs Pirate Eyes, 9:15
Feel Deeze vs OTD, 10:15

Wednesday, March 17
Undecided vs PiKappaAlpha, 8:15
The Swarm vs Bearcats, 9:15
Syntsch. vs Social Drinkers, 10:15

Im ag in atio n s ru n wild,

lulls w i t h y o u r c h i l d

Call I-S00-C hild-44.

www.childrennow.org

Red Hawk Sports

A day in the life of a
NY Giant athletic
training intern
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RED RAWK ACTION
Friday. March 5
Men’s Basketball @ 4 p.m.

Saturday, March 6
By Nicholas Cicareili

After walking past all the players lock
ers and the breakfast table, the first thing I
did was set up the athletic training room for
the daily treatments. I filled both whirlpools,
one hot and one cold. Next, I made 20 ice
As I look back at the fall semester of bags and put them in a cooler for later use.
1998,1 can only remember one thing, the Then I turned on all the modality machines
experience that I had with the New York and filled the ultrasound gel bottles. After
Giants. As a student athletic trainer for that, I rolled two dozed ace wraps. Finally,
Montclair State University, I was honored I double-checked the four taping stations
to be chosen as the intern for the 1998 NFL and one bandage station for supplies.
The players would arrive sometime
season. Many of you may not be aware of
what athletic training is and or what it in around 6:30 a.m. for their daily treatments.
volves. Therefore, I plan to discuss briefly Not all the players had injuries, so it wasn’t
the major concepts involved, as well as a mob scene in the athletic training room.
briefly discuss the experience I had work Treatment lasted until 8 a.m., which was the
scheduled time for meetings. When the
ing with the team.
When the term athletic training is men players were in the meeting rooms, an em
tioned, most people do not fully understand ployee and I would set up the field for prac
what it means. An athletic trainer is a per tice. Items to set up included a cooler with
son who tries to help prevent injuries to the 10 ice bags, four water caddies with batter
athletes of the team they are involved with. ies, 12 towels, one medical kit, one splint
In addition, they provide treatment to ath kit, and six five-gallon water bottle refills.
letes who have already sustained injuries As soon as the field was set up, we returned
during practice or game situations. Many to the athletic training room and waited for
high schools, most colleges and universi the meetings to be over. While waiting, I
ties, and professional organizations provide restocked all of the taping stations and ban
the care of an athletic trainer for its athletes, dage stations for the athletic trainers to use.
At approximately 10:15 a.m., the players
including Montclair State University.
MSU is a university that competes on a headed out to the field.
Practice started at 10:30 a.m. and lasted
NCAA Division III, Intercollegiate Athletic
program level. Included with this is a well- until 1 p.m. During this time I walked
organized athletic training program, which around and made sure that the players were
is a concentration within the Physical Edu all taken care of. For example, some of the
cation major. There are two types of ath tasks consisted of stretching or sometimes
letic training programs offered at the edu taping a body part. In addition, there had to
cation level. They are the curriculum route be clean towels at each practice station.
After practice, I would clean up the field
and the internship route. Montclair State
offers an internship route. This means a stu and bring all the supplies back down into
dent involved with the program must com the storage room. Once that was completed,
plete 13-class semester hours and 1500 some of the players would come in for an
hours of fieldwork before they can take the other round of treatment. It was at this part
National Athletic Training Association of the day that I did the most work, such as
(NATA) certification exam. Each year, John stretching, giving massages, or applying ice.
Davis, the head athletic trainer for MSU, As soon as all the players were taken care
offers one senior male student the intern of, I was allowed to eat. The ARAMARK
ship position with the New York Giants. For Corporation provided lunch for the entire
the fall semester of 1998, Davis offered me team and staff every day.
At the conclusion of lunch, the players
the position, which I accepted without any
would have another set of team meetings
hesitation.
The requirements for the 4-credit intern from 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. During this hour
ship are as follows. Every Wednesday I had and a half, I would restock any of the stations
to report to Giants stadium to assist with the that needed supplies. I would also restock
daily activities. In addition, I was asked to any of the larger items that we needed for
work seven of,the regular season games, the next day. Also at this time I would shut
three of which were away trips. Working down all the machines and clean the entire
for a professional football organization athletic training room. After cleaning nine
opened my eyes to many new situations and tables, two whirlpools, and one bench 1
experiences. However, each one of those would fold towels or roll ace wraps.
The team doctor. Dr. Warren, made his
days was a long one.
At 4:45 a.m., my alarm clock would weekly visit every Wednesday. He would
buzz loud enough to wake anyone within a come to the stadium where he had a minifour-block radius. I have to admit, some office and examined any player who the ath
mornings it wasn’t fun getting out of bed. letic trainers felt needed attention. The doc
After a normal morning routine, I was on tor sessions usually lasted from 4 p.m. to 6
the road at approximately 6 a.m. I would p.m. Finally, after a 12-hour day I was ex
arrive at the stadium usually within 15 hausted. It was time to go home and relax.
As I think about all the Wednesdays and
minutes, and then the fun began.
Every Wednesday as I walked from my game days that I spent with the team, I real
car to the locker room, I gazed at the enor ize how lucky I was to have this experience.
mous structure that had brought many Athletic training is an important part of any
memories to thousands of fans. It is hard to level of competition, since athletes are go
describe the feeling of walking into the tun ing to get hurt and the proper care can get
nel and then into the locker room. Each time them back onto the field as soon as possible.
I opened the door to the locker room, I re I learned a great deal about the athletic train
membered the sign posted outside, “NO ing field while participating in the daily pro
UNAUTHORIZED ADMITTANCE!” I cedures of the NY Giants, and I realized that
couldn’t help but feel like one of the team • the players in the NFL are human beings
just like the rest of us. All of them have
as I entered the door.
Special to The Montclarion

Women’s Basketball @ Vassar College, 2 p.m.
Women’s Softball @ Wartburg, IA, 12:30 p.m.%
Women’s Softball @ Simpson, IA, 2:15 p.m.%

Sunday, March!
Women’s Softball @ Mt. Union, OH, 9 a.m.%
Women’s Softball @ Muhlenberg, PA, 10:45 a.m.%
Men’s Baseball @ University of California at San Diego, 1 p.m.

Monday. March 8
Women’s Lacrosse @ Whittier, CA, 7 p.m.
Men’s Baseball @ University of California at San Diego, 2:30 p.m.

Tuesday. March 9
Women’s Softball @ Lake Forest, IL, 9 a.m.%
Women’s Softball @ Defiance, OH, 12:30 p.m.%
Women’s Lacrosse @ Redlands, CA, 3 p.m.
Men’s Baseball @ Claremont-Mudd-Scripps, CA, 2:30 p.m.

Wednesday. March 10
Women’s Softball @ Hiram, OH, 2:15 p.m.%
Women’s Softball @ Baldwin Wallace, OH, 5:45 p.m.%
Men’s Tennis @ Stevens Institute, 3 p.m.
Men’s Baseball @ University of La Verne, CA, 6 p.m.

Thursday. March 11
Women’s Softball @ Marietta, OH, 2:15 p.m.%
Women’s Softball @ Walsh, OH, 5:45 p.m.%
Men’s Baseball @ California Lutheran University, 2:30 p.m.
* - NJAC matchup

BOLD - Home game
% - Games played in Ocoee, Florida

private lives exactly like the ones we have.
I also realized that professional athletes
don’t have an easy job. These people work
12-hour days, six days a week, and they
abuse their bodies for the love of a game.

Finally, after being on the inside ai._
seeing what the NFL is really about, I can
only say one thing; maybe someday the fans
will realize that there is more to this busi
ness than dollar signs.

MASTERS PROGRAM
IN
PHYSICAL THERAPY*
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Six-semester professional program can be completed
♦ in two calendar years and leads to the MPT degree.

I

.C u rric u lu m designed to meet Commission on
* Accreditation in Physical Therapy (CAPTE) criteria.
Didactic program offered at our modem medical school
^ campus located in Dominica, W.l.
Faculty composed of biomedical scientists as well as
* licensed P/Ts recruited from U.S. programs.
Modem instructional facilities featuring slate-of-the-art♦ multimedia computer and laboratory equipment
+ Clinical training sites in the U.S.
♦ Three entry dates per year: January, May, September
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No. 4 ranked MSU goes to Nationals with six wrestlers
school, TCNJ, by 16 points.
“We’ve got a good shot at it,”
Sports Editor
said Strellner, a 22-year veteran
head coach. “If all six wrestle to
their potential, anything can hap
Montclair State University’s pen. I’m just proud of the way we
wrestling team is now looking to prepared to get to this point in the
embark on a journey never before season.”
Sophomore Florian
completed by any other
Ghinea, last year’s indi
team in the university’s
vidual champion at 141
history - win three na
pounds, will be leading
tional titles.
M SU ’s group of six.
The no. 4 ranked Red
Wrestling
Ghinea’s record this year
Hawks have previously
stands at 30-1, and 65-2
won two national wres
tling championships in 1976 and for his career. He will try to win
1986, and will try to make it num the 141 weight class this year, af
ber three this weekend as head ter winning his first national indi
coach Steve Strellner takes six vidual title last season at 134
wrestlers to the National Colle pounds. Meanwhile, sophomore
giate Athletic Association (NCAA) teammate Dominic Dellagatta,
Wrestling Championships at The at 157 pounds, was named the Met
ropolitan Tournament’s Most Valu
College of New Jersey.
Strellner’s six wrestlers quali able Player with a season record
fied for the national tournament of 29-2 this year. Dellagatta is
when the team won the 1999 Met ranked number two in the nation
ropolitan Wrestling Tournament while Ghinea is number one.
Montclair State will also be
Feb. 20. Five wrestlers walked
away with individual crowns and represented by sophomore Rami
a sixth was selected as a “wild Ratel at 65 pounds, junior Peter
c a rd ” invitation.
In the Rapps at 174, senior Todd Going
tournament, Montclair scored 175 at 197, and heavyweight senior
team points, outscoring the host Barrett Cervetto.
By Tess Sterling

M S U Wrestlers p rep are for N ational Cham pionship. Pictured from left a re: Todd G oing (197), heavyw eight
B arrett Cervetto, h e a d coach S te v e Strellner (in back), Dom inic D ellagatta (157), R am i R a te l (165), a n d last
y e a r’s national cham pion a t 134 pounds, Florian G hinea, who will w restle a t 141. A ssistant coach M om ir
■Petrovik is on the right.

MSU sends men’s and Red Hawk hockey headed to
women’s basketball Metropolitan Collegiate playoffs
teams to ECAC
Coach Maniscalco confident
despite rocky semester
B y Tess Sterling___________________

Sports Editor

The
M ontclair
State
University’s women’s basketball
team has been invited to the East
ern College Athletic Con
ference (ECAC) Tourna
ment for four consecutive
years. The lady Hawks’
(18-7) first game will be
♦his Saturday entering as
the number two seed, and
will play the num ber
three seed Vassar College (13-11)
at host M ount Saint M a ry ’s
College.
MSU placed first in the ECAC
Tournament as the number two
seed two seasons ago and were
defeated last season in the ECAC
final by Mt. St. Mary’s. This will
also be the third consecutive sea
son that Montclair State will go up
against the number three seed
Vassar College. For the past two
seasons MSU has managed to be
victorious over Vassar, winning
60-49 in the first round of the 1997
tournament, and 61-54 in last

season’s first round. This invita
tion to the ECAC Tournament
marks the seventh appearance in
the tournament for the women’s
team, with MSU winning three
prior championships.

Managing Editor

The MSU men’s bas
ketball (14-10) were also
invited to play in the
ECAC Tournam ent,
playing their first game
last night. They entered
the tournament as the
number five seed, and
travelled to Newburgh, NY, to take
on the number four seed Mount
Saint Mary’s (17-9).
The Red Hawks tipped off
against the Blue Knights in the first
round of the ECAC Tournament
for the second time in three sea
sons. In the 1997 ECAC Tourna
ment, MSU, as the seventh seed,
travelled to Mt. St. Mary’s and
dealt a 66-61 victory to the second
seeded New York school.
For highlights of the men’s
game, contact the Office of Sports
Inform ation’s Hotline at (973)
655-7645.

Em

Basketball

S P O R TS T R IV IA
W h ic h M S U b a s k e tb a ll p la y e r
s c o re d 3 4 p o in ts a n d s e t an M S U
re c o rd on 11-11 s h o o tin g on D ec.
6, 1995?

B y Kara L. R ichardson

A N SW ER TO LA ST W E E K 'S
TR IVIA :
L a rry C s o n k a g a in e d 1,117 ya rd s
a n d E u g e n e “ M e rc u ry ” M o rris
h a d 1 ,0 0 0 ya rd s.

With only a year under their
garter belts, the Red Hawks Men’s
Hockey Club has edged their way
into the Metropolitan Col
legiate Hockey Confer
ence playoffs.
The team will face-off
at Monmouth College on
Sunday, March 7.
This year, the Red
Hawks are 0-2 against
Monmouth, but Coach Matthew
Maniscalco has confidence in his
squad.
This semester has been a rocky
one for the Red Hawks. They re
turned to the ice with nine less
players after winter break. Mike
Reavely, a key player, has missed
four out of the six games. Jody

T h is w e e k ’s R e d H a w k
s c h e d u le
;

Devito is also out with an injury,
according to Maniscalco.
Despite the adversity, the team
has remained a solid force in the
Metropolitan League this semes
ter. They have blown away Kean
College with a score of 10-0, shut
out Seton Hall 12-0 and
conquered C.W. Post
with a score of 14-3.
, They lost once to
CCM and tw ice to
Monmouth College.
“In our two games
against them, we had
only one direct goal against
Monmouth. Their goalie is big.
Our key to Victory is to bang in the
rebounds,” Maniscalco said.
“We need to capitalize on their
m istakes,” M aniscalco said.
“They like (o take a lot of penal
ties. We need to connect on the
power play.”

M aniscalco said that Mike
Reavely and Anthony Rosillo are
the best tandem in the league, mak
ing their penalty killing unit su
preme.
Rosillo, who has had 62 points
in 16 games has been moved back
to defense.
Darren Kester has picked up
his play for the Red Hawks accord
ing to Maniscalco. “H e’s cherry
picking goalies left and right,”
Maniscalco said.
Sunday’s game will begin a
three round tournament. If the Red
Hawks come out over Monmouth,
they will face the winner of the
County College of Morris vs. Al
bany game in the final four on Sat
urday, March 13. The champion
ship game for the Metropolitan
League is Sunday, March 14. Call
Floyd Hall Arena for directions or
more information (973) 746-7744.

A Day In The Life of an Intern

A TH LE TE S O F TH E W E E K

N ic h o la s C ic a re lli s h a re s his
e x p e rie n c e s a s a n intern for th e
N e w York G iants.

Find o u t w h ic h fo u r a th le te s d id
e x c e p tio n a lly w e ll th is w e e k.
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